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Summary
Esfahan City is composed by varied interconnected classes of crossings which represent the idea of difference plus coincidence in the 
city. These crossings can happen in the varied formats of superimposition, juxtaposition, or accumulation of different layers, which could 
be known as different size centers, key points, and such places that give services and provide varied options to the local and passengers, 
and get constructed by accumulating different things, constructive elements such as historical and new passages, architecture, uses and 
activities around the corners of the meeting points, intersections, or historical and new centralities. 
As there are a high numbers of city crossings which have been emerged to the life of the city by super imposition of complete alien sys-
tems of roads and streets and recently metro stations, on the historical structure and layers of the city, there is a big opportunity for the 
city to think of putting ignoring elements in contact, joining them, letting them to boost each other rather than just passing without having 
any constructive dialogue, constructing new centralities and regenerating the cities through enterprising,  and doing specific and different 
size interventions on these points of intersections.
As a part of whole new system of public transportation, “Metro stations”, the most recent type of city crossings imposed on previous city 
structure, to get it more complete and diverse. Metro stations can be counted as complete examples of underground collective spaces. 
The spaces of metro, including stations, their platforms and wagons are like ground level streets and squares or such those places where 
the quality of collective life get materialized there.
This thesis will look at the “metro stations” as the strategic places which have merit of being new centralities for the city, where there are 
lot of uses, activities and possibilitis and options for people to chose from, working as intermediated collective spaces in the center of 
each site. These spaces are linking or interconnecting different existing elements, such as other sourrounded crossings or intersections, 
different system of passages, modes of mobility, uses activities and important facilities, with each other through having connectivity with 
the new centralities of metro stations and their platforms.
It is really interesting to see how theses regenerative punctual intervention of metro stations, as a part of grand urban and regional en-
terprise for the metropolitan city of Esfahan are in a close interaction with different existing elements and logics and, simultaneously, in 
various scales from local and city scale to the territorial. 
Key words: city crossings, New centralities, metro stations, intermediate collective spaces, urban regeneration, Esfahan City
◄  Khaju Bridge, linear park along the river, Source _archive of Maskan 
Sazan Architecture and urban development company
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◄  Great Shah Abbas square, 16thCentury,  Source _archive of Maskan 
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0.3.2 New crossings
 . Direct Encounters
 . Indirect Encounters
 . Intersection of New Streets
0.3.3. Where the underground comes up to the surface, Metro stations
CHAPTER 0:  INTRODUCTION
◄  Esfahan Jame Mosque, Bazzar Axis, Source _archive of Maskan 
Sazan Architecture and urban development company
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0.1. OBJECTIVES, HYPOTHESIS AND 
METHODOLOGY
Three multi scale looks at the same theme (the logic of network, the 
logic of site, how the underground emerges to the ground level?)
The study starts with introducing the context of Esfahan city by look-
ing at its physiography and historical geography of the city, the sta-
tion of the city in the country, its location referring to the highlands 
and low lands, the water resources, and so on. 
Then it discussed about the historical evolution of the city through 
4 key time periods, searching for the finding the matter and evolu-
tion process of urban crossings along the historical periods till the 
present time. 
Finally, it focused on the metro stations as the most recent category 
of urban crossings in Esfahan city.
It is tried to present a complete look at the state of metro stations 
and their platforms in connection and interaction with the city. To do 
this three different serial and multiscale looks have chosen;
the first look searches for interpretation of the logics of networks 
of different lines and directions in the territorial and city scales, by 
raising up and answering to some crucial question of:
- Why we need to look at the different inter related scales in aim of 
understanding the logics of metro lines and stations? 
- Do always metro lines and stations follow the logic of the places 
and urban paths?
- What are the important elements in the Esfahan territorial scales?
- How are the Esfahan territorial suburban rail lines? and how they 
are in connection with the urban metro lines?
- How is the Esfahan city structure? What are the logics of different 
structures of the city which is constructed, reconstructed and super-
imposed by passing the time? and how these distinct structures 
confirm each other in their process of construction? 
- How are the logics of Esfahan metro lines and stations?
The second look will recognize the logic of the site and opportu-
nities, or in the other words the logic of the nodes through recogniz-
ing some key aspects of Multi-scale accessibility, materiality, uses 
and activities (to see if it is mixed or not), and as the consequence 
of these aspects, it is the multiplicity of itineraries. These aspects 
will be noticed in each of our selected case studies. The following 
questions are contained our discussed aspects;
- what are the places which are accessible through the metro sta-
tions, both on the territorial and local scale?
- what are the important elements in the territorial scale which are 
in interaction with the metro lines and stations?
- What are the important elements which are existed surrounding 
of each stations? and are they in interaction with the metro stations 
and the platforms?
- What are the uses and activities which are existed in surrounding 
of each of the stations? are these uses and activities are mixed in 
the vertical and horizontal urbanity around each station?
- What are the logics of historical structure of the city in our framed 
case studies? And if there is any dialogue in between these histor-
ical layers with the metro stations and platforms?
- How the new streets and highways interact with the metro stations, 
if there is any interaction?
Finally, the third look will go after the quality of connectivity 
between platforms and the street or higher levels, even if they be 
in use for the accessibility of the people, entering the light, or air-cir-
culation. It is about the porosity and multiplicity of connections, ver-
tical transition, connecting to the sky light as the reference, and dis-
cusses about the quality of the stations through recognizing their 
architectural plans and sections.
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◄Hakim Mosque, Naghsh-e-Jahan Square, Source _archive of Maskan 
Sazan Architecture and urban development company
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0.2. ESFAHAN CITY, GENERAL APPROACH
0.2.1. Physiography
Isfahan contemporary city is the third largest city of Iran and the 
capital of the Isfahan Province. It is located in a distance of, al-
most, 340km toward the south of Tehran, the capital of Iran. In 
regard to 2006 Census, Isfahan had a population of 1,601,227 and 
Isfahan metropolitan had a population of 3,430,353. Isfahan hold 
some major industrial enterprises of the country and is counted 
as an outstanding commercial city with more than two millennia 
of history. 
The city has been founded in the area which is located in the east-
ern foothills of Zagros Mountain and composed by a sedimen-
tary plain which leads to a relatively large plain toward the east. 
The plain is one of the most fertile plains in the central plateau of 
Iran which is created by sedimentation of Zayandeh-rud River. 
The lowest part of this region with the height of 900m above the 
sea level is where the river comes to its end point, Gavkhuni 
Swamp, on the south-east of Esfahan Province and the highest 
point is located in the north- west with the height of 2150 meter, the 
city itself  is situated at the elevation of 1,500 meters.
Zayandeh-rud River as the longest river of central plateau of Iran 
is located in this region. This river originates from the highlands of 
Zardkuh-e-Bakhtiari in the southwestern part of the province 
and after of passing 360 kilometers from the west toward the east 
and irrigating the Esfahan plain, finally, it ends in the Gavkhuni 
Swamp in the distance of 140 km in the south-east of Esfahan City. 
This river also passes through the city of Esfahan and counts as 
the main reason of the foundation of the city at its location. The 
plain, where the city is placed on, has an average slope of 3% from 
the north-west toward the south-east.
In terms of weather, the city is located in the dry belt of the northern 
hemisphere, hence it has the arid-desert climates with cold winters 
and hot summers. It has an average temperature of around 16 
degrees Celsius and the average amount of 110 mm of annual 
precipitation. (review of detailed masterplan of Esfahan, 2014)
0.2.2. Historical geography
Esfahan has an ancient origin and has a long history behind it. the 
intention of this part is to supply a brief study of history of evolution 
of Esfahan which can give an insightful vision about different forc-
es that have influenced the geometry of the city in different time 
periods and also provide the basis for the thematic study of this 
paper about the metro stations as the most recent category of city 
crossings.
Here the transformation of Esfahan city over history will be consid-
ered over four time periods;
First. Up to 10th century, 
Satellite villages and the emergence of the first focal point, where 
the satellite villages meet each others.
Having short access to the north– south primary ancient road and 
also Sufficient water supply for agriculture and urban growth which 
has been provided by the Zayande-rud River lead to the set-
ting of some multi-central settlements at this area.  Yahudiyya 
and Jay were the most important of them. Yahudiyya, literally 
the Jewish quarter, has been identified as the large quarter known 
as Jubara, at the north- east of present-day Old Jami mosque. 
Jay, the other one of these important settlements, was a circu-
lar Sassanid city with four gates as a governmental citadel laying 
closer to the river in a distance of almost 4 kilometers to the South- 
East of Yahudieh.
The location of Esfahan province and it’s divisions
Esfahan Province and its divisions
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The gate of Yahudiyaa in the northwest of the Jay Citadel shows 
the interrelation between these two historical cores of the Isfahan 
city. (Shafaghi, 2003). Historical documents show these residential 
settlements have not been joined due to ethical and religious dif-
ferences, some were Zoroastrian and some Judaism and so on. 
Nevertheless, they had some cultural and economic exchanges. 
After Arabs invasion, 8th century, new residence was set up by 
an Abbasid governor in the village of Khushinan, which lay be-
tween Jay and Yahudiyya, later a new mosque, a great bazar 
and palace were built as the main city elements and because of 
the importance of these elements for the daily life of the people, 
they arranged their settlement in adjacent of these elements to 
profit from them (Gaube, 1979). After a while Khushinan and 
Yahudiyya which were close to gather grew in the direction of old 
maidan (Atiq Square) till eventually meet each other and became 
the center of combined settlement which was called, wholly, Ya-
hudiyya (Gaube, 1979).  (Figure.)
Second. 10th-12th century, 
From Buyids to the Seljuk period, when the Esfahan City gained 
its initial city structure; Radiated major routes connect the centric 
focal point to the gates;
Esfahan gained its initial city structure with defined city walls, 
gates, neighborhoods, main artery roads and a main Central 
Square in this era. At this time, under the rule of a powerful Iranian 
governing force, the town was encircled with a defensive wall and a 
strong citadel was built in its southwest quarter. The area inside the 
walls was divided into six quarters which were original villages that 
had been joined to gather and formed the city of Isfahan. (Falahat, 
2014).
The main axial routes were running between these neighborhoods 
with shops and workshops forming the atrial bazars of the city. 
These main routes intersected at the old square as the center of 
the city, in the vicinity of Jama Mosque, and radiated from the 
central point of the city outwards toward the gates in the city walls. 
Due to flowering the trade in this period the structure of the city was 
shaped in such a way as to facilitate its flourishing by optimizing 
circulation. (Falahat, 2014). After this period the city remained in 
same borders till the 16th century when Isfahan stepped in its own 
golden ages.
Third. 16th-18th century, 
Introduction a new centrality, two main focal points connected 
through the arterial bazar;
In the Safavid period Esfahan selected as the capital of Iran and 
it reached to its highest point of development, the city grew vastly 
in its southern and westerly direction. As shafagi discusses a part 
of this development happened through pre-define plans by king’s 
direct order and the rest were the result of organic growth and as-
semblage of a number of villages.
The pre-planned developed part concluded the new maidan 
(Naghshe-i-Jahan) with its all-important building around it and 
new residential districts of jolfa and Abbasabad which were 
connected to the old parts through the new Chaharbag Avenue. 
The new maidan as the new core of the city added to the old one, 
made two focal points for the city (Falahat. 2014). 
18TH CENTURYz – 16TH
UP TO 10TH CENTURY  
 
EMERGENCE OF THE FIRST 
FOCAL POINT, where the satellite 
villages meet each other 
10TH – 12TH CENTURY
 
CENTRIPETAL CITY; Radiated ma-
jor routes connect the centric focal 
point to the gates
Historrical evolution of Esfahan city
16TH – 18TH CENTURY 
 
Two main focal points connected 
through the arterial main bazar
20tTH CENTURY, 
CONTEMPORARY PERIOD
CLASH CITY, 
new streets& metro stations
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Forth. 20th century, contemporary period, clash city
new streets& metro stations
Historical maps of Isfahan, Cherikov(1851), Pascal Coste(1867) 
and Seyyed Reza Khan(1924), declare that there was no great 
change in the urban pattern of the city after the Safavid period 
and the structure of the city remained almost intact until the mod-
ernization impacts on the city. With the arrival of the modernization 
waves to the country through different policies and events, indus-
trial development and urban population growth, Iranian cities have 
experienced rapid urbanization and transformation in the recent 
decades. As the process of these transformation occurred rapidly 
and inconsiderately, it caused serious spatial and structural problems 
for contemporary urban areas, especially in the historical domain 
of cities, in our case Isfahan City. It is easy to see how this quickly 
planning was carried out; a rectangular grid of new streets, respond-
ing to the increasing car usage, superimposed on the historical grid, 
indifferent to the historical evolution and older pattern of growth and 
regardless to whether this happen in the center of the city or in its 
outskirts. (Saarinen, 1945).
Superimposing of the large city-scale infrastructure of the new streets 
on the historical pattern and structure, from 1930s, has been caused 
a lot of problems to the Esfahan City which had not seen to itself the 
new needs and life style which imported to the country by the process 
of industrialization and introduction of new technologies. Facing to 
the up came conditions what it seems vital for the reintegrating the 
fragmented structure of historical city and rejoining the segregated 
historical quarters, is where the new and old intersect each other, 
in the other words, as the most destructive factor of modernization 
process occurred at the intersection points; new constructions were 
designed and built without any attention being given to the spatial 
and functional components of old, then the new category of cross-
ings found a great credit to be in notice.
Beside the construction of new streets, started from 1930’s, resulted 
in the emergence of new category of city crossings, recently, the 
metro as the new system in charge of massive public transporta-
tion, emerged the other type of crossings in the life of Efsahan city 
since 2000. The metro stations where the underground metro sys-
tem comes to the ground floor and connects the local scale at the 
ground level to the territorial scale through the underground level, 
count as new centralities which are high potential to give and pro-
vide different services and options to choose from, accessible to 
different modes of transportation and mobility, for the locals and a 
great number of people who intend to get displaced between differ-
ent interconnected places. 
Center of Seljuk city, Atiq Square and Jameh Mosque, 1995, Source _archive of Maskan -Sazan Architecture and urban development company ◄ Safavid Esfahan, drawn by Cherikov in the Eighteenth Century. 
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0.3. ESFAHAN CITY, URBAN HISTORY OF 
INTERSECTIONS AND CORNERS
As a historical city which was the capital of Iran not just for a single 
period, but during two powerful and important reigns in the history of 
Iran (Seljuk period,10-12th century, and Safavid reigns, 16-18th 
century), Esfahan city consists of a network of interconnected cross-
ings and corners in diverse forms and situations which are the prod-
uct of superimposition and juxtaposition of different layers on each 
other, passing through the time. This process of city transformation 
by adding new layers on previous ones, which take place through 
process of development, introduction of new life style and neces-
sities and new technological invention, will be continued for ever 
presenting more and more diverse categories of city crossings to the 
life of different cities. city crossings are the condition of encounter 
points, superimposition and conflict, where the activities are most-
ly public and accessible. It is multiplication and frequency of cities 
corners and crossings which establishes urbanity and makes cities. 
In the case of Esfahan city, we can categorize the city crossings in 
to two main types of historical and new or contemporary crossings 
which are referring to before and after of the superimposition of the 
grid of new streets on the original historical pattern and structure of 
the city in 1930’s.
0.3.1. Historical crossings
considering some of the most important forces which have had 
influenced on forming the geometry of the city as like as commerce, 
water and people, we found three different categories of historical 
crossings (water crossings, bazar crossings, and 
centers of neighborhoods) in the Esfahan city. 
After studding the historical evolution of the city we found out how, up 
to the 8th century, an intermediate space in between some satellite 
villages which was located on the intersection of some important 
commercial ancient routes turned to be a main core for the new 
aborning city of Esfahan.  there were some adjacent public services
◄  Different categories of Isfahan historical crosses, historical 
productive crosses, Source _done by author
Historical centers of neighborhoods,  Source _done by 
author
Bazaar Crossings,  Source _done by author
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and facilities located around this public open space such as Jama 
mosque, palace and also a common open market which were 
giving services to the locals and outsiders and merchants to sell 
and buy their own goods and products. 
We also found out how this major centric core was in relation with 
a series of secondary crossings as the centers of the surround-
ed satellite villages which was working as some local commercial 
centers accumulated with some other facilities. By growing and 
developing these villages toward the major core of the city, gradu-
ally these villages united in a complete form as the whole city, but 
divided into the different neighborhoods, then the centers of villag-
es since changed into the centers of different neighborhoods of 
the city. These centers of new neighborhoods with the rural origin 
were in the interaction with the main core through some main axes 
which were running between these neighborhoods and connected 
to the gates from the other direction. where these arterial axes get 
closed to the main square form the bazar as the main structure of 
the old town.
Later by constructing a new legendary center in the Safavid period 
the city owned two main squares which were connecting to gather 
through a series of linear secondary crossings on the axis of the 
main arterial bazar, that conformed to the ancient trade route.  by 
the growth and development of the city a new series of satellite 
crossings as the new centers of neighborhoods, dispersed through 
the city which were connected and linked to each other by differ-
ent categories of paths and formed a whole integrated network of 
crossings which were giving services to the locals and passenger 
and were establishing the whole city. 
We also understood how the interaction between the system of 
water distribution and the city can change and modify the natural 
order of Madies (water canals), according to the topography of the 
land, to fulfil particular functions, or in the other words how can wa-
ter distribution through the system of Madies could have a mutual 
impact on locating and arrangement of different neighborhoods, 
urban spaces and facilities, paths and city borders, forming the 
other types of water crossings.
Different categories of Isfahan city crosses, contemporary (problematic) crossings, 
Source _done by author
 Historical Esfahan City network of Water Crossings, 
Source _done by author
New centrality in Safavid Period, othe corner of itersection 
of Chaharbagh with Farshadi Madi (historical water canal)
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0.3.2. New crossings
On the other hand, new crossings can divide in three major groups, 
two of them are related to the construction of new streets and the 
other one is about the stations of metro. Those crossings which 
have been emerged or highly effected by the construction of new 
streets are such those places where different urban elements, dif-
ferent system of movements like Bazar, different types of historical 
paths, and water canals intersect with the new streets network and 
cut each other indifferently, where there is independency, segrega-
tion and distance in between different elements which are facing 
each other, or where there is movement without contact.  The sec-
ond group is about those previous historical crossings which indi-
rectly disabled or got weaken by the superimposition of new streets 
on the historical paths which were connecting theses crossings to 
gather and made separation and distance instead of preexisting 
continuity and contiguity and triggered the degradation process of 
historical neighborhoods from their inside. There is the other type 
of new crossings related to the construction of new streets where 
the new constructed streets intersect each other, Then we can di-
vide the new crossings, in relation with the superimposition of the 
streets, in three groups of; direct encounters, indirect encounters, 
and intersection of new streets. 
Direct Encounters
Where a new street cut a historical route (like as arterial bazar, 
historical primary, and secondary routes) or a historical water canal 
and led to discontinuity of the historical axes which are cut by the 
construction of new streets, and also lack of dialogue, interchange 
and interaction between old and new that is raising the conflict be-
tween the tendency of having personal encounter and lively active 
urban life with new demands for motor driven personal mobility. 
The other problematic issue which is not only specified to this type 
of crossing is uniformity or single use, in front of mixity and diversity 
which always could be seen at the historical crossings, where the
Dirrect encounters, first category of contemporary crosses in 
the historical domain of Isfahan, Source _done by author
Majlesi Crossing, Majlesi Street cut the extention of bazar, 
Source _taken by author
Indirect encounters, second category of contemporary 
crosses in the historical domain of Isfahan, Source _done by 
author
Haj Soleiman crossing, one of the centers o historical Jubara Neighborhood
people were confronting with one another to use different existing 
public amenities and services at the point of intersection of mostly 
main historical paths and water canals. Unlike the historical cross-
ings which were product of gradual and organic process of town 
building by the common people, elites or the outcome of king’s 
direct orders and considerable plans in accordance to the daily 
needs of the residents, the new crossings are the product of incon-
siderate, fast process of top- down urban planning which ignored 
the historical dimension of the city, so in most of the cases where 
a new street cut a historical axis,  from somewhere in the middle, 
there are not any public amenities at the point of intersect or it is 
not considered as any kind of gathering place, mostly it is such a 
place where there is movement without contact or there is exten-
sion without any reference.
Indirect Encounters
Those historical crossings which do not have a direct encounter 
with the network of new streets but, as it mentioned in the previous 
part, affected by construction of the new streets. When the new 
streets cut through the historical paths which were connecting cen-
ters of former contiguous neighborhoods, this caused separation 
and distance that promote degradation and erosion of the centers 
of neighborhoods. This fast trend of degradation getting more se-
vere as it getting closer to the center of old town (old maidan and 
bazar).
The other existing problem related to this type of crossings is about 
inaccessibility. The physical city dimensions have been enlarged 
dramatically during last decades, on the other hand insufficiency 
and single modality of public transportation make using private car 
essential while the physical dimensions of historical city are not fit 
to using automobiles, this caused lot of widening and deconstruc-
tion in the historical neighborhoods, to provide more open spaces 
devoted to the cars. 
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This rapid transformation is generating a new morphology in the 
historical neighborhoods especially closer to the center, where 
there is higher crowdedness and compactness due to presence of 
old maidan and bazar as multifunctional and multi-scale gathering 
urban spaces. 
Intersection of New Streets
The last category of new crossings related to construction of new 
streets are the intersection of new streets with each other in a way 
that they do not cut any primary or secondary historical routes, but 
as they imposed somewhere on the historical residential quarters 
they caused separation and distance in front of former contiguity of 
the historical neighborhoods. Regardless to the historical context 
which this type of intersections imposed on, as the critical parts of 
city streetscape and transportation network these crosses face to 
the most serious conflict between pedestrian, bicyclist, and drivers. 
Unfortunately, these places instead of being such a share spaces 
that function well for everyone who is there whether on foot, bicy-
cle, car, or transit, are designed in a way which is difficult for both 
motorists and pedestrians to manage the predominance of traffic 
circulation which instead of providing service creates separation 
and distance that has effetely undermined the condition of other 
users and also existing buildings and common uses on the corners.
0.3.3. Where the underground comes up to the 
surface, Metro Station
Metro stations are the last category of city crossings which came to 
exist in the life of Esfahan city since 2000, when the construction of 
the metro line one started.
Actually the metro stations are the cornerstones of a new “urban 
system” which is able to put in relation the local scale or the place, 
where the underground flourishes, to the territorial scale. the im-
portant point about this new urban system is not just about the 
capability of transportation, metropolitan mobility, and displacing 
the certain numbers of passengers along a certain distance during 
the determined time but, it can be seen as one of those few oppor-
tunities to rethink of city and be able to trigger and project a better 
future by carrying out some strategic operations, or to look how the 
metro can connects the places with the people which are getting 
displaced, to see how the metro stations including their platforms 
and wagons as like as ground level streets and squares are the 
places where the quality of public life gets materialized in these 
underground public spaces.
Intersections of new streets, Source _done by author Ebne Sina Intersection Metro Stations, Where the underground comes up to 
the surface, Source _done by author
Central Emam Hossein metro station, Source _done by 
author
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1.0. OVERLAPPING INFRASTRUCTURAL LOGICS
1.1. ROAD NETWORK, URBAN LOGICS 
1.1.1. The structure of the city has been constructed, reconstructed, and got more complex over the  
 time 
1.1.2. Historical structure of the city, (from the beginning till 1930s)
 . Two perpendicular axes
 . The first master plan for the city, (17th century)
1.1.3. The new renaissance for the city, Industrialization, New street network (from 1920s up to the  
 moment)
1.1.3.1. The logics of Esfahan primary new streets
 . The extension of Chaharbagh Street as the most important axis for the contemporary city
 . The first ring of the city, the limit for new city, connecting the all of extremes, defining new gates  
   for the city
 . Connectivity of the Chaharbagh-Khaju axis to the Atigh Square, (Seljuk square), through the construction of Hatef Street
 . Connectivity of the Chahar-Bagh to the Naghsh-e-Jahan Square
 . An alternative for the bazaar, Connectivity of Safavid Center to the Seljuk center 
 . A new front for the river
1.2. TERRITORIAL SUBURBAN RAILWAY LINES 
1.2.1.  Iimportant features in territorial scale of Esfahan 
 . Big industries
 . Satellite cities
 . Regional corridors and travel demands
1.2.2.  Logics of Esfahan suburban railway lines
1.2.2.1.  Northern line, (Qods – Shahin Shahr)
1.2.2.2.   Southern line (Sofeh – Foulad Mobarakeh)
1.2.2.3.  Western line, (Eslamabad- Majlesi) & (Dorche, Najafabad)
 . The southern branch, (Eslamabad- Majlesi)
 . The western branch, (Dorche, Najafabad)
CHAPTER 1: 
METRO LINES AND STATIONS: TERRITORIAL AND URBAN LOGICS 
◄  Esfahan great bazaar, Naghsh-e-Jahan square, 16thCentury,  Source 
_archive of Maskan Sazan Architecture and urban development company
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1.3. INTEGRATION OF REGINAL RAILWAY LINES WITH THE METRO SYSTEM
1.4. NEW UNDERGROUND SYSTEM OF METRO 
1.4.1. A review of the preivous projects for the metro
1.4.2 Logics of the metro lines and stations
1.4.2.1. Logics of the metro line one
 . Northern part,
 . middle part,
 . Southern Part, 
1.4.2.2. Logics of the metro line two 
 . Western part,
 . middle part,
 . Eastern Part
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◄  Sio Se Pol, Chaharbagh Axis, Source _archive of Maskan Sazan 
Architecture and urban development company
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1.0. OVERLAPPING INFRASTRUCTURAL 
LOGICS
The chapter has four parts and it is tried to give a comprehensive 
and chornological look at the logics of:
First, at the “road network”, about both historical passages and 
new streets, we will see there are some communal logics between 
the historical structure of the city with the new net of the streets. 
Thinking of ourselves, how could be communal logics between 
these systems with the new system of metro.
Second at “Territorial suburban railway lines”, it has two parts, at 
the first part it will look at the important features in territorial scale 
of Esfahan, such as “Big industries”, “Satellite cities”, “Regional 
corridors and travel demands”, at the second part, “Logics of Es-
fahan suburban railway lines” which will look at each of suburban 
railway lines separately, departing and studying each one in small-
er sectors. 
Third, it will look at the possibilities for integration of regional rail-
way lines to the metro system, for the case of Esfahan.
Fourth, it will be studied the metro lines one and two and their 42 
stations, to see what are the logics of the metro lines and the site 
of metro stations?
The first part devoted to the “Road network, urban logics” it will 
be discussed about how different structures of the city have been 
constructed, reconstructed, superimposed and got more complet-
ed passing through the time. It will have a look at the urban logics 
of two sytems of historical structure of the city with the net of new 
streets. It is interesting to see that; how these different alien sys-
tems are connected? how each previous structure has had impacts 
on the form of next structures, and finally how there are some com-
munal logics between these new and old systems.
In the second part it is discussed about “Teritorial Suburban Rail-
way lines” which includes discussing about, at the first, “Important 
features in territorial scale of Esfahan” such as big industries, sat-
ellite cities, and regional corridors and travel demands, and then 
there is the second part which will study logics of each territorial 
suburban railway lines of Esfahan by deviding them to the smaller 
parts with the same logics, as it is a series of logics which form 
each line.
At the third part, it is briefly pointed to the state of connectivity of 
the territorial sub urban railway lines with the under ground sys-
tem of metro, to see how territory and suburban connet to the city 
through using the combination of different railway systems.
Finally, at the last part, it is looked at two things, the first it is a 
review of previous projects for the metro in Esfahan or The history 
of metro in Esfahan City, from 1969 to 2015, and seconed it is 
looked for the logics of the two metro lines of 1&2 by departing and 
studying each one, in three parts of northeren part, middle part, 
and southern part for the metro line one and Easten part, middle 
part, and western part for the line two. 
It is also a discution about the location of each station by consider-
ing being affirmative or in adjacence to existing important urban el-
ements at each site, like important intersections, the net of streets, 
ring roads, historical layers (structure, monuments, and internal 
branches), and also big uses and facilities. At the one hand there 
are most numbers of station whicg are well connected to the other 
important urban elements and at the other hand there are some 
stations which are located in somewhere in middle in relation with 
some interior structure or historical paths.
In the next chapter it will go more in detail for looking for the logics 
of the site, and the quality of connectivity of the station with the site 
through having connectivity with sourronding important elements 
at the points of entrances and where the underground connects to 
the ground surface or upper levels. 
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◄  Sio Se Pol, Chaharbagh Axis, Sofeh Mountain, Source _archive of 
Maskan Sazan Architecture and urban development company
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In any city almost everything related to accessibility, metro, build-
ings, public spaces are not separated but interdependent and com-
plementary themes. Thus, some corners, some buildings, some 
squares and of course some important and famous architecture 
and monuments, central stations and terminals, in interaction with 
different scales, become parts of a living organism powered by 
multimodal efficient transport system.
We are not just talking about the metro as a macro artefact with 
great dimensions which has possibility of carrying capacity of 
metropolitan mobility, or moving certain number of passengers at 
specific distance and time, but about linking places at the local 
scale in related to the urban fabric and city corners with the territo-
rial urban elements and places, by replacing thousands of people 
from different social classes and with complete autonomy of goals 
and destinations, matching them in using a same limited spaces, 
who get moved through the various scales which are in interaction 
around the metro.
We are talking about the metro as a kind of rare opportunity to 
rethink of the city by carrying out strategic operations at the certain 
locations of stations which could energize and project a better 
future for the city. We need to see how the railway infrastructure 
could get domesticated by the recognition of the logics of territorial
infrastructure, urban structure, and internal structure of the places 
at the local scale which are all in interaction with the metro. 
We need to know, how are the complementary multi-scale logics, 
which form the urban metro lines and suburban rail lines and mark 
their stations? and finally we are going to check in some station 
cases to see, how the metro infrastructure deforms at these sta-
tions in aim of constructing the city? how the city corners can be 
the key urban spaces to build relations of the city with the subway? 
and finally to see how the underground emerges to the ground 
level at our selected diverse stations?
We are thinking of metro, as a supporter of integration of differ-
ent scales and logics, by building more connections and modes 
of transportation, these connectivity happens at the stations of the 
metro where there is vertical connectivity to the surface at the en-
trances and exits. There is a big opportunity for the city by looking 
at the metro stations as the new urban centralities, accumulation of 
different uses which give services to the both; locals and passen-
ger, where there is provided possibilities of interchanging from one 
to another modes of urban mobility.
◄  Jama Mosque, Abdol Razaq Street, Ali Minerate, Naghsh-e-Jahan 
Square, Source _archive of Maskan Sazan Architecture and urban devel-
opment company
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1.1. ROAD NETWORK URBAN LOGICS
1.1.1. The structure of the city has been construct-
ed, reconstructed, and got more complex over the 
time 
As the existing structure of the city is the product of combination 
of different structures which add to each other passing through 
the time in different periods of development, at first we will study 
these different structures, one by one, to see what are those logics, 
which each of these layers were following in their process of con-
struction?, And how each layer effects on the configuration of the 
next layer?, or how are those logics that are common in between 
all of these structures, which made a whole structure of the city?. 
Finally, we will see, how the structure of the city gets constructed, 
reconstructed and more completed and diverse while it is passing 
through the time.
This brief periodical overview on the construction, and the logics 
of the city structures which have been constructed in different de-
velopment periods, will help us to see what are the logics of the 
metro lines one and two as the most recent structure of the city 
which is added to previous layers by passing underground and in 
interaction with the previous structures of the city, getting the whole 
ciy structure more completed and diverse, beside bringing a lot of 
opportunities for the future city of Esfahan. 
1.1.2. Historical structure of the city, (from the be-
ginning till 1930s)
The base of physical – spatial structure of the city is founded on 
some important elements; the first is the natural axis of Zayandeh- 
Rud and its branched madies. Water is one of the most important 
factors in the founding of almost all cities, without drinking water 
stablishing a settlement would not be possible (Morris, 1994). Isfa-
han is a significant example of the kind of city which its water supply 
is provided by the Zayandeh-Rud River. Through this river, Isfahan 
had an abundant natural supply of water for irrigation and drinking 
(Falahat, 2014). In the Isfahan region a network of canals transfers 
the water from the river to the residential quarters and farm lands 
beside having had a mutual impact on locating and arrangement 
of different neighborhoods, urban spaces, paths and city border.
the others important elements include the Esfahan great bazar & 
Abbasi Chaharbaq, and Chaharbagh Khaju axes and their branch-
es. The bazar axis of Esfahan has been shaped and developed 
along more than a thousand years. The main body of this axis 
starts from the Jame mosque and Atiq Square (Seljuk center, 11th 
century) and is extended to the south- west through the great ba-
zar of Esfahan, as long as almost 1,200 meter, it reaches to the 
Naghsh-e-Jahan square (Safavid center, 17th century). The bazar 
axis after linking the two centers of the city from different historical 
periods connects to the Chaharbaq axis through the complex of Sa-
favid royal palaces and gardens, at the left-hand of Naghsh-e-Jahan 
Square, which join the bazar and old center to the Chaharbaq and 
then through the chaharbagh to the new residential neighborhoods 
of Abbasabad and Jolfa to the south, respectfully in the north and 
in the south bank of the river. 
Chaharbagh, a broad avenue with maximum width of almost 48 
meter, was a key feature of the development plan of shah Abbas 
for the Esfahan city as the capital of the Safavid state. With a length 
of almost 4 km from Seljuk eastern gate of Darvazeh Dolat to the 
Hezar-Jarib garden at the southernmost and highest point of the 
city of that time, as an area of pleasure gardens open to the public 
and a favorite residential area for members of the court and the 
nobility generally. 
From the north to the south, this axis was connecting such im-
portant elements, respectfully; the previous Seljuk eastern-gate of 
Darvazeh- Dolat, Chehel Soton royal palace and its garden which 
is a world heritage site, Hasht Behesht royal palace and its garden, 
some other adjoining gardens, the complex of Chaharbagh School, 
bazarche and Madar-Shah caravanserai ( at the corner of intersec-
tion with Farshadi Madi with the Chahar Bagh axis), new residential 
neighborhood of Abbas-Abad, the Sī-o-Se Pol “the bridge of thirty-
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 Historical structure of the city, Jama Mosque, Bazaar, Naghshe Jahan Square, Safavid royal palaces and gardens, Chaharbagh Street, Chahar Bagh 
Khaju  Street, Source _Done by Author.
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three [arches],” the Armenian residential neighborhood of Jolfa, and 
finally Hazar-Jarib Garden.
The other axis in the next rate of importance is the Chaharbaq Khaju 
axis, in following of the Abbasi Chaharbagh, is constructed as the 
extension of Maqsud-Beyk bazarche, as one of the main branches 
of the Esfahan great bazar, and adjoining to the previous Seljuk 
gate of Hassan-Abbad, on the trail of the ancient road of Esfahan to 
Shiraz, passing over the Khaju Bridge and connected to the Takht-e 
– Foulad Cemetery.
As conclusion it can be said; the previous structure of the city was 
about connecting the two main city squares through the great ba-
zar and then the connection of the new Safavid center through the 
Abbasi Chaharbagh and Chaharbagh-Khaju Axes to some new and 
historical neighborhoods, and some other important natural and 
urban elements as like as the bank of the river, Si-o-se Pol and 
Khaju bridges, royal palaces and gardens, Takht-e-Fulad Cemetery, 
and so on. 
In Seljuk period, Atiq Square was the center of Esfahan, which 
was connected to the other centers of the neighborhood and Sel-
juk city gates through radiated primary passages. In safavid period 
the new center of Shah Abbas Square constructed, and since then 
new passages were connecting the new center to the new gates in 
extended Safavid fortification. Chaharbagh Street is the new linear 
center of the contemporary city of Esfahan, which is connected to 
the first ring by some perpendicular strees, there are some other 
parallel streets to this axis which meet the river front or are passing 
from it. There are some of these streets which are auxiliary streets 
for balancing the terrific load of chaharbagh, as Shams Abbadi and 
Bagh-e- Goldaste Streets.
1.1.3. The new renaissance for the city, Industrial-
ization, New street network (from 1920s up to the 
moment)
In the 1920s the new renaissance of the city began by the main 
driving force of industrialization. The abundant water supply and the 
central location of the city in Iran re-emerged as determining factors 
for installing some big industries in this region, which is happened 
in two phases; The first phase centered on the textile industry and 
accompanied by the construction of the Vaṭan textile factory which 
is started to work in 1925 in Isfahan. 
Between 1931 and 1938, at least 29 large-scale textile mills were 
funded by both the state and private capital. There are some of the 
most important of these factories located along the Chahar Bagh 
street at the South bank of the river.  In that time the center of Per-
sia’s textile industry was Isfahan with eight mills (5,372 workers), 
which it reached to the 15,000 individuals (18,000 in 1972), that 
was, about 30 percent of the entire country’s textile workers. 
The second phase happened with the development of the steel 
industry. It is located in the vast “Aryāmehr” complex in almost 25 
kilometers to the southwest from the city center, on the foothills on 
the north bank of the Zāyandarud, as the state-sponsored heavy 
industry, constructed with Soviet assistance. This industrialization 
process Was associated with the construction of new streets which 
were connecting the center of the city with these new important 
urban and territorial elements and developments.  
A new system of roads and streets came to the existence in the life 
of the city, super-imposed on whatever were existed to that moment, 
in not a friendly way, and neglecting the previous structure and 
fabrics of the city, but at the same time was following some logics of 
previous structure. To understand these logics, it could help looking 
at the construction of the first new streets that have been construct-
ed in 1930s, to see what were the logics of their constructions and 
if there is any common logics in construction of these new streets 
with the logics of historical structure of the city. 
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◄  Actual grid of Esfahan new streets, Done by Author
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. The first ring of the city, the limit for new city, connecting the all of 
extremes, defining new gates for the city
In 1930s the municipality constructed a series of new streets as the first 
ring of the new city which was connecting all of the extremes and were de-
fining new entrances for the city. Bozorgmehr, Sorush, Modares, Shahpour, 
Hakim Nezami are some of these streets.
. Connectivity to the Atigh Square, (Seljuk square)
There are four streets which are meeting at the Atiq Square as the center 
of old town in the Seljuk Period, 10 -12 century, the first two were the Hatef 
and Majlesi streets which were connecting the historical axis of Chahar 
Bagh Khaju to the center and were built in 1930s, then in 1960s the Ab-
dprazagh street connected this square to the chaharbagh street at the 
Takhti intersection. This street incredibly, broke through the main route of 
Esfahan Bazaar. Quite apart from the physical damage it has caused, it is 
drawing commerce away from the bazaar and speeding up the decline of 
that poorly serviced quarters. There is also Vali Asr street which constructed 
as the extension of Abdolrazagh street to connect the new gate of Ahmad 
Abad square to the old maidan. Today all of these streets dragged down to 
the underground level, passing under the Atiq square as a big pedestrian 
square on the top and also the broken bazaar axis rejoined as its previous 
state before the construction of Abdolrazagh street. 
. Connectivity to the Naghsh-e-Jahan Square (Safavid square)
Connectivity of Chaharbagh street to the Naghsh-e-Jahan square, Safavid 
square, was achieved by the construction of new Sepah Street, which 
was connecting the Darvazeh-Dolat, as the northern limit of Abbasi Cha-
har-Bagh, to the Naghsh-e-Jahan square, through passing from the north 
side of Chehel Sotun Safavid palace and garden. on the other hand, the 
other new street of Hafez was connecting the safavid square to the north- 
south Hatef street at the intersection of Shekarshekan, and continued till 
reaching to the Ahmad Abad square as one of the new gates of the city of 
that time in the north- east. 
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1.1.3.1. The logics of Esfahan primary new streets
. The extension of Chaharbagh Street from the Darvazeh Dolat to the 
Shohada square on the first ring of the city
Chaharbagh Street as the most important axis of the contemporary city 
connected to the first ring of the city at Shohada square in the North and 
Darvazeh- Shiraz in the South, as the new southern gate of the city of 
the time, on the previous location of Hazar-Jarib Garden. 
By entrance of the cars, now the chaharbagh axis was changing its 
character from being a place of recreation to the commercial, cultural, 
administrative, and also recreational axial center for the city. 
It is devided to three parts of 1Chahrabagh-e- Paieen in between Shohada 
square in the north to Darvazeh-Dolat (lower part), 2Chaharbagh-e-Ab-
basi in between Darvazeh-Dolat to Si-o-Se Pol bridge (middle part in the 
north part of the river), and 3Chaharbagh-e- Bala from the Si-o-Se Pol 
Bridge to the Darvazeh Shiraz or Shiraz gate
(upper part). 
Each of these parts have their own features, Chaharbagh-e- paieen was 
the extention of the Abbasi Chahar-Bagh to the north, from the Dar-
vazeh-Dolat as the northern limit of the Chahar-Bagh, at the place of 
previous eastern Seljuk gate, to the Shohada square at the intersection 
with the first ring of the city. 
The middle part, Abbasi Chahar-Bagh, was turning to the new linear 
center for the city, by construction new buildings and facilities as like 
as hotels, cinemas, commercial passages and complexes, bookshops, 
and so on. 
The south part was more devoted to the new textile factories and in the 
following years there were some authorities and administrative buildings, 
commercial and residential complexes, hospital, and sport center and 
Esfahan university, were built all along this important axis of the city. 
Extention of Chaharbagh Street, Done by Author
The first ring of the city, Done by Author
Connectivity with Atiq Square, Done by Author
Connectivity with Naghsh-e-Jahan Square, Done by Author
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. A new front for the river
Kamal Esmaeel was the first street which was built in the northern 
bank of the river as a new front for the northern part of the city to the 
river which was working as a smaller ring and connects all of those 
perpendicular stream which coming to the front of river as Bozorg-
mehr Street at the eastern limit of the first ring with Chahar-Bagh 
Khaju, Ferdosi Street, Abbasi Chahar-Bagh, and finally Shahpur as 
the western limit of the first ring.
. Connectivity with the centaral axis of Chaharabagh
There are a series of East-West Streets, which are constructed to 
connect the first ring and sourounded villages to the central axis of 
Chaharbagh and at the same time central historical parts. There are 
some of the most important of these axes have been showed on the 
referring map.
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A new front for the river, Done by Author
Connectivity with the central axis of Chaharbagh, Done by 
Author
Auxiliary North-South axes for the Chaharbagh, Done by 
Author
. Auxiliary North-South axes for the Chaharbagh
There are also some North-South axes constructed to reduce 
the traffic load of Chaharbagh Axis. The construction of these 
vertical axes plus the construction of metro line one, which is 
passing underneath of Chaharbagh, have been brought the 
opportunity of devote Chaharbagh Street to the pedestrians 
and bicycles, which consequently leads to increasing the 
public safety for pedestrian and encourage the lively active 
urban life along this historical central axis as the contempo-
rary linear center of the city.
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1.2.  LOGICS OF TERRITORIAL SUBURBAN 
RAILWAY LINES
As it is discussed in the previous section, the final configuration of 
city and suburban rail lines is based on a series of different logics 
set in the different scales, form the local to the territorial scale. Here 
in this part we are going to discover the most important logics which 
have been formed the final proposal territorial railway lines in the 
scale of Esfahan metropolitan. To do this we look for two important 
aspects; first, connectivity and accessibility to the most important 
territorial elements such as big industries and Satellite cities, and 
the second is about considering of regional corridors and travel 
demands.
1.2.1. Important features in territorial scale of Es-
fahan
. Big industries
Ambitious national development programs and the central position 
of Esfahan within the Iranian hierarchy of cities will combine to make 
Isfahan the leading secondary city. Isfahan is centrally located at the 
junction of several major transport and development axes. Having 
served as a national capital in the past, Esfahan traditionally has 
played a role as a major intellectual, artistic and industrial center 
for Iran. These were some of the reasons for selecting Isfahan as 
the site of Iran’s first steel industry, the Aryamehr Steel Complex, 
later change the name to the Esfahan steel company - in 1960’s.
As it is seen in the map.34 there are Esfahan and Mobarakeh steel 
factories, showed in the purple outline, located in the south- west 
of the city, accessible to the water resource of Zayandeh Rud and 
in a distance of almost 40- 50 km from the center of the city. These 
factories are connected to the city through the proposal rail system 
which is confirming the existing highway in some parts. There are 
also some other big factories such as Esfahan oil refinery in the 
north east and on the way to the Shahin-Shar City which is con-
nected to the Esfahan city through the north-east corridor where 
the proposal territorial rail road is defined to pass. On the east and 
the north-east of the city there are also an industrial site and inter-
national airport of Esfahan, respectfully in a distance of in between 
15 to 20 km from the city center.
. Satellite cities
There are different satellite cities which are surrounding the Esfahan 
city and form the Esfahan metropolitan area, some of them have 
historical roots with the rural origin and are based on agriculture 
production, (Najafabad, Khomeini-shahr), while there are some new 
towns that have built for settling the over population of the Esfahan 
city (Baharestan, Sepahan-shahr),  and also there are some com-
pany towns to settle the workforce of the big industrial companies 
in a short distance with the factory (Foulad-Shahr, Majlesi).
. Regional corridors and travel demands
The volume and patterns of travel demand depend on the form 
of urban and regional expansions as like as major industrial and 
residential developments. By the process of decentralization, the 
intensity of interaction throughout the region will be increased, and 
hence the volume of regional travel will be larger. 
the graph shows the estimation of travel demand in Esfahan region 
Based upon assumptions of land use, employment and peak hour 
factor the total number of trips, and their origins and destinations 
were estimated, and these trips were assigned to a road network, 
so that the necessary corridor capacities could be estimated. As 
the result of these studies plus the other researches and reports 
such as; 1-The comprehensive urban transport study of Esfahan 
metropolitan area, 2- researches about urban development plans, 
3- Population maps and distribution of activities, 4- high travel de-
manded corridors, 5- recognizing the possible corridors through 
the visiting the site, 6- studying the profile of main streets, 5 main 
territorial and urban transportation corridors have been recognized 
which are:
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Logics of territorial suburban railway lines, Source _Done by Author.
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- North- South Corridor, on the axis of Chaharbagh street,
- North- Northwest Corridor, toward the Shahin Shar,
- South- Southeast Corridor, toward Baharestan,
- East- West Corridor, in between the Zeynabieh to Khomeinishahr,
- Southwest Corridor, toward Fouladshar.
These territorial and urban corridors as the highest demanded travel 
corridors have been defined as the proposal urban and territorial rail 
lines which are in charge of connecting the main residential centers 
and industries to each other and to the center of metropolitan city or 
in the other word integrating the regional to the local scales into the 
city, through connectivity with the boundary terminals (North- South 
Corridor or metro line 1) or passing through the city (East-West 
Corridor or Metro line two).
Except the North- South corridor or metro line one, and East-West 
Corridor or metro line two, which will be discussed in the next parts 
(city scale), there are three more territorial corridors which define 
the proposal Esfahan sub urban rail lines and are described one 
by one in following.
1.2.2 Logics of Esfahan suburban railway lines 
Till the moment, it is foreseen the overall length of 200.5 km of ur-
ban metro lines and sub urban rail lines for the territory of Esfahan 
metropolitan. The share of sub-urban rail lines is 156 km in the 
form of three lines which are confirmed to our discussed high de-
manded regional transportation corridors, and are connected to the 
urban metro lines through overlapping with the metro line 1 at the 
boundary terminals of Kaveh in the north, and Sofeh in the South 
(North- South Corridor). There is metro line two which is connecting 
Khomeini shahr on the west of the Esfahan city, in a short distance, 
to the Zeynabieh quarter in the northeast of the city without any 
need to transform to any other modes of transportation. Here it is 
described each of these territorial corridors, separately.
1.2.2.1.Northern Line, (Qods – Shahin Shahr)   
With the length of 20km, this line is joining to the North-South cor-
ridor (metro line one) through the overlapping at the final station 
on the metro line1, Qods Station. This line is connecting the Qods 
staion, in adjacent to the predicted site for construction the terminal 
of Northwest corridor, to the Shahin-Shahr city in the north with 
a population of almost 143,000 people. It is also conforming to 
the primary traditional northern corridor and is chaining such im-
portant territorial elements as like as Mahmudabad industrial site, 
technological university of Esfahan, Esfahan oil refinery, and finally 
Shahin-Shahr city.
The other alternative for this line could be the Kaveh highway and 
Moalem freeway (in the east side of Shahinshar), decrease almost 
four km of distance in compare of the other option, buty it has the
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Affirmation of urban and territorial railway lines to the regional 
corridors and travel demands, Source _Pre feasibility and feasibility 
study about Esfahan mass rapid transit system by SUFRETU, Edited by 
Author.
Northern Line,(Qods - Shahin Shahr), Done by Author
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The second section of this line, with a length of 41.5 km, will ex-
tended toward the south west, and after passing from Mobarakeh 
city with a population of around 66,000 people will intersect with the 
Southwest corridor at the station of Foulad Mobarakeh in adjacent 
to the Foulad Mobarakeh steel factory.     
1.2.2.3. Western Line, (Eslamabad - Majlesi) & 
(Dorche - Najafabad)
The south west corridor is a strategic corridor, as it fills the necessities 
of factories, big industries, and surrounded residential areas which 
are set along the the Zayandeh Rud Valley. At the moment it is the 
Zobahan Highway which gives services to this corridor and at each 
morning there are high numbers of buses and minibuses which 
are taking the workforces to their workplaces through passing from 
This highway. 
There are some criterias for selecting this corridor which include;
- Addressing to the permanent high travel demand in-between 
Esfahan and industrial sites.
- Filling the necessities for one of the most strategic axis in the 
region.
- addressing to the travel demand for Fouladshahr, and there is 
possibilities for its extension to the other cities in the region.
- It fills the necessity of Esfahan University, which is one of the main 
centers for travel attraction.
The length of this corridor from the Darvazeh-Shiraz (on the metro 
line one), in adjacent to the Esfahan University, to the Mobarakeh 
steel factory is about 61 km. this corridor extends from Azaadi 
Square (Darvazeh Shiraz) to Flavarjan, and then Fouladshahr 
(30km), after Zarinshahr (17km), and finally Mobarakeh (13km). 
the distance in between Esfahan to Fouladshahr is located in a 
parallel way to the Zobahan Highway. As like as the other corridors 
and lines the main issue is about the connecting to the urban area 
and integrating with the other urban systems. In this case of this line, 
there is a site predicted for the costruction of sothwest boundary 
terminal, to transfer the passenger to the metro line three and 
connect them to the North-Sothe Corridor (metro line one) at the 
Azadi Station. 
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following disadvantages:
- the residential and industrial sites along the Azadegan freeway as 
the first option (North- northwest corridor) will be exclusive.
- except some villages, there are no significant residential areas 
along it.
- it will finish at the beginning of Chaharbagh street, while there is 
no possibility for its direct extension to the city center. 
1.2.2.2. Southern Line (Sofe - Foulad Mobarakeh) 
This line is the extension of the North-South corridor toward the 
Southeast and is departed to two sections, the first part is connect-
ing the Sofeh station as the final southern station on the metro line 
one to almost 19km further into the south, to the Baharestan new 
town with a population of almost 62,000 people. The line is affir-
mative to the main southern corridor which will go to Shiraz City in 
the South. On its way, it will link some important territorial elements 
such as Sofeh bus terminal in front of the Sofeh metro station, as the 
final station on the metro line one, Sepahan-Shahr new town with a 
population of almost 40,000 people, Esfahan great commercial and 
administrative center, Esfahan train station and finally, Baharestan 
new town as the destination on the first section and the start point 
of the second part.
Southern Line,(Sofe - Foulad Mobarakeh), Done by Author
Western Line,(Eslam Abad - Majlesi) & (Dorche - Najaf Abad), Done by 
Author
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The other possible option for the Southwest Corridor, is its 
connectivity with the Najafabad City. As there is not a big travel 
demand from Najafabad to Esfahan, there is no jusconstruction of 
a rail system or even dedicated bus route. Since the western road 
to the Najafabad is not counted as a corridor but just as a feeder 
line for the other existing corridors. 
1.3. INTEGRATION OF REGINAL RAILWAY 
LINES WITH THE METRO SYSTEM 
There are different alternative ways to treat the incoming regional 
traffic to Isfahan. Here we are more focus on the two modes of 
regional and urban rail lines and connecting of these two system s 
to gather. In the case of Esfahan there are two options to connect 
the territorial destinations to the local ones which are surrounding 
the metro stations along the metro lines.
Alternative 1: Boundry terminals
Which All regional routes including the territorial rail lines end at 
terminals at the outer boundari1 of Isfahan. In this system the local 
system or urban metro lines have to be connected to these termi-
nals, and all passengers have to transfer. This option can be seen in 
the case of the connectivity of metro line one (North-South Corridor) 
to the North-Northwest and South-Southeast corridors and also in 
the case of connectivity of the regional Southwest corridor to the 
metro line three which is connection this regional corridor to the 
metro line one at the Azadi station.
Alternative 2: Passing through
Which the regional route passes through Esfahan and is connected 
with the other lines, but there is no large terminal. The passengers 
will get the best possible accessibilities to transfer to the local public 
transport system at any point. This option is seen in the case of 
metro line two (East-West corridor) which is connected the densely 
populated area of Khomeini Shahr (244,000 people) to the develop-
ing residential area of Zeinabieh quarter in the Northeast of Esfahan 
by passing through the center.
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1.4. NEW UNDERGROUND SYSTEM OF 
METRO 
After recognizing the high traffic demand regional corridors, where 
the territorial rail lines are proposed to pass through, now we will 
look at the two remained corridors of North-South and East-West 
where the metro lines one and line two will pass across the city 
from the underground, and cross each other at the Emam Hos-
sein square (Darvazeh Dolat).  These lines are respectfully under 
construction and under study.
Nowadays on the top of all the previous layers, including 
new and historical, there are a series of stations which have 
been come back to repeat and re-structure the previous 
structures. About the metro lines and stations, there are also 
some common logics repeating in different period, as like as; 
1affirmation of previous structures and elements, in case of 
line one passing underneath of Chahar-Bagh Street, 2con-
nectivity with the territorial or sub-urban rail lines, and also 
3connectivity to the center, in the case of line 2, 4accessibili-
ties with new planned developments, and spontaneous out-
er suburbs. in the other words, the infrastructure of the city is 
something that gets constructed, reconstructed, completed 
and more diverse through passing the time.
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◄  Esfahan City, Overlapping Infrastructural logis, Done by Author
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Principal configuration of regional public transport network, by Volvo 
Co.
1.4.1.  A REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS PROJECTS FOR 
THE METRO, FROM 1969 TO 2015
1969-1971: The primary thought of establishment of the territorial rail 
lines in Isfahan goes back to the construction of steel company in 1960s, 
At the time of Esfahan Melting Company foundation a project was designed 
by foreign consultants which was connecting the international Esfahan air-
port, located in an almost 20 km far to the North-East from the center, to 
Fulad-Shahr and the steel company, located in a distance of 40 km from the 
center to the South-West. Although this proposal never materialized in the 
reality but it opened a new discussion about different possibilities and also 
opportunities which could get achieved through making connection between 
the city and the existing and up-coming important territorial elements, such 
as satellite cities, new residential developments, major industries and also 
new territorial gates, or terminals as like as train station, airport or main bus 
terminals.
1976: Some urban feasibility studies about Esfahan urban transport were 
done by Swedish consulting engineers (Volvo co.), involving the design of 
light metro grid and bus lanes which the process stopped not completed.
The skim designed by Kumagai Gumi and Pacific consultants, Shows the subway in the center of Esfahan city as the most practical 
mode MTS (metropolitan transit system) as it can manage a large volume of passengers in a safe and reliable way. It does not affect 
surface traffic during and after construction, and it does not disturb the aesthetic view of the city. Thus, the subway is the ideal mode of 
transportation in the city. (Kumagai & Pacific co., 1984)
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Recommended network city line, 1998, by PPK Co.
Recommended network for Esfahan region 1998, by PPK Co.
2000: The budget of subway in 5 metropolises was improved by 
the parliament.
2001: Planning the supplementary design of north to south urban 
railway (metro line one) with 12.5 km length.
2002: Starting the executive operation of the tunnel of the metro 
line 1.
2005: Approval of extension of the metro line 1 from 12.5 km 
from Kave station in the north to the Sofeh station in the south to 
20.2km by adding more 7.7 kilometer from Kaveh station to Qods 
station (in the north-west, where the Qods-Shahinshahr suburban 
rail line will connect this station to the Esfahan university of tech-
nology, Esfahan oil refinery and finally Shahinshahr city).
2009: The studies and planning the design of Line 2, In between 
Zeynabieh Depot in the North-East to Khomeyni-Shahr with 23 
kilometer of length, affirmed by coordinating council of traffic, and 
handed to three joint consultant engineers companies of Me-
tra(Iran), Pajoohesh(Iran) and SYSTRA(France).
2012: The constructions of tunnels in line 1 have been complet-
ed.
2015: 12 km of Line 1 (phase 1) was established in Oct, 2015.
1981: The feasibility studies about Esfahan railway network were 
achieved by a Japanese Consultant called komagui gomi with the 
management of Esfahan general governorship. At the end creating 
a railway system in city and region was offered. Also, the preliminary 
modified plan of roadways, intersections, etc. were done.
1984: Some suburban feasibility studies were achieved by Foolad 
mobarakeh (Melting company) and the Esfahan University of Tech-
nology. The plan was about creating a railway network beside 
Zayandeh-e-Rood river.
1992: The French consultant of, SOFRETU, was engaged in 1992 
to carry out a feasibility studies of mass transportation in Isfahan 
region and presented their report in March 1995.
1996: The full feasibility studies for the railway network in Esfahan 
region and city were done by P.P.K, the Australian consultants, 
under United Nation Development Program (UNDP).
Teraffic assignment of future network (passenger/ day) 2007, by 
Sofretu Co.
Passenger flow during peak hour in region in 1991, by Volvo Co.
Passenger flow during peak hour in urban area in 1991, by Volvo Co.
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1.4.2. LOGICS OF METRO LINES AND STA-
TIONS
Metro lines and stations, as Manuel Sola Morales discusses, do not 
always follow the logic of the places and urban paths. Its construc-
tion responds to geographical, infrastructure and, above all, popula-
tion and activity. Metro looks for density and, at the same time, it can 
cause it. Rich or poor neighborhoods, commercial areas, historical 
and administrative centers, neutral areas, hospitals or universities 
are crossed by likely erratic lines Looking for an address prodding 
the city at the strategic points of stations. These are some logics we 
will look for trough the different interrelated scales. 
Considering some technical and engineering standards in regards 
to the time and distance Referring to the location of each metro 
station, there are some different inventible situations. There are 
some stations which are affirmative to the location of big facilities, 
existed new and historical urban structures, commercial centers, 
historical monuments, squares and public spaces, and giving them 
new significance and additional value, while at the same time, there 
are also some stations which are intermediate or in between these 
main stations which have possibilities to make the new small cen-
tralities trough defining some urban project reinforcing the internal 
structure which is connected the city corners and important local 
elements at the each specific point of these stations. 
the condition of a fixed distance and time (one minute) mark the 
stations, as a string of equally spaced accounts. Some of them are 
affirmative to the main existing urban paths, squares, facilities, im-
portant architecture, historical monument and so on, while the other 
intermediate ones are in charge of making new urban places and 
new small centralities which could be boosting the primary urban 
structure and fabrics, or even put in contact those different temporal 
systems of urban paths and elements which are indifferent to each 
other, by setting up some urban projects, considering to provide 
new complex of using and activities, connected and accessible to 
the different systems of mobility, and also underground,  through 
building up new connectivity and linkages at the new intermediate 
urban places or new urban neural points at the stations of metro.
The network of Esfahan metro lines includes 3 lines with overall 
number of 46 stations in the length of almost 52 km. We are going 
to look at the two Metro lines of metro line one which is extended 
from the north to the south in a perpendicular manner to the Zayan-
deh-Rud River and passing under the central axis of Chaharbagh, 
and the metro line two which is extended affirmed to the High trav-
el demanded of East –West corridor which is extended between 
two populated area of Khomeini Shahr in the West and Zeinabieh 
neighborhood in the northeast of the city. The idea of metro line 
three is mostly the connection of metro system with the territorial 
railway system. 
1.4.2.1. Logics of the metro line one
Metro Line 1 is the primary metro line (North – South) with a length 
of 20.2 Km from Qods Station in the North to Defae Moghadas 
station in the South. this line includes 20 stations, and has differ-
ent parts in accordance with different characteristics which each of 
these parts have. there are some of these parts completed and in 
service (from the Qods station as the last station in the north part 
to Takhti Station in the middle part), while the other parts are under 
construction, which according to its time planning it will be ready to 
give services to the city in 2017. This line is connected to the two 
North-Northwest and South-Southeast corridors, at its two heads. 
There is connection between this line with the two boundary termi-
nals of Kaveh and Sofeh through locating two stations of Kaveh and 
Sofeh in front of these terminals.
The design of this line affirmed to the North-South corridor has been 
based on some important features of:
- it will address to the high travel demand in the central part of 
the city, especially commercial zone and Darvazeh Dolat (Emam 
Hossein Square). 
- It will fulfill the future needs for ongoing commercial development 
along Chaharbagh Street.
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Logics of metro line one, Source _Done by Author.
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1. Qods Station: As the last station on 
the metro line one located on the first sector 
of this part and is about the connectivity with 
the territorial northern rail line, at the Qods 
Station. The station is located on the axe of 
Salman Streets which is passing in between 
the two underdevelopment residential set-
tlements of Qods in the south and Kowsar in 
the north. There is also Ashegh Abad poor 
rural area located in a pretty short distance 
toward the north of this station, which is 
connected to the Emama Khomeini Boule-
vard which comes from t Shahid Kharazi 
multilevel intersection on the third ring of 
the city in the Southeast and goes toward 
the Northwest as the Northwest corridor till 
it reaches to the ShahinShar city. 
2&3. Baharestan & Golestan Sta-
tions: these stations are intermediated 
located on the axe of Western Baharestan 
and surrounded by agricultural lands and 
some diffused suburban and rural settle-
ments,
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- it will address to the travel demand in one of the densest corridors 
affirmed to the historical and structural axis of Chaharbagh.
- it meets the two boundary bus terminals of Kaveh and Sofeh on 
its way.
This line has three parts of: 
1- Northern part, (from Kaveh Station to the Qods Station),
2- Central part, (Underneath of Chaharbagh axis from Kaveh Sta-
tion in the North to the Azad Station in the South).
3-Southern part, (from Azadi Station to the Sofeh Station in front of 
Sofeh Bus terminal out of the third ring).
. Northern part
in between Qods station, where this line meets the territorial north-
ern rail line, in the north-west, to Kaveh Station as the depot center 
of the line one which is linked with the main northern bus termi-
nal of Kaveh. Considering to different logics and situations, this 
part can be departed to different sectors. Each of these sectors 
includes some stations which are located on base of existing sys-
tem of streets and passages and intersections, important facilities, 
or in some cases just place in the middle of more important and 
connected stations, in relation with the internal historical passages 
which access to the center of inner neighborhoods. To understand 
the most important logic for the location of each station it is listed 
the name of each station from the Northwest to the Southeast on 
the Northern part of metro line one with a short description about 
their locations.
Logics of metro line one, Northern Part, Source _Done by Author.
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8. Shahid Chamran Station:
It is an intermediate Station, located at the 
corner of intersection of Shams Abad street 
with Kaveh Boulevard, in the distance of 
1298m from the Kaveh Station in the North 
and in the distance of 902m from the Shahid 
bahonar Station. 
9. Shahid Bahonar Station: 
The station is located on the corner of mul-
tilevel intersection of 25th of Aban, where 
the East-West axis of Bahonar-Adib streets 
crosses over Kaveh avenue.
Chaharbagh-e-Paieen, as the ex-
tension of Abbasi Chahar-Bagh, which is 
constructed in 1930s, from Darvazeh Dol-
at (Emam Hossein Square) to Shohada 
Square (the intersection of Chahar- Bagh 
axis with the first ring of the city). There are 
two stations of Shohada and Takhti located 
in this part. 
10. Shohada Station: 
The Station is located at the center of Sho-
hada Square as the meeting point of Cha-
harbagh-e- paieen, Foroughi, Kaveh, Moad-
ares, and Ebne Sina streets which is placed 
on the first ring of the city.
11. Takhti station: 
The station is located in front of the Takhti 
Stadium, on the corner of intersection be-
tween central, historical Chaharbagh street 
with the historical (Esat-West) primary route 
of Aghajan beyk which is connected to the 
Esfahan great bazaar, and also in adjacent 
to the Takhti intersection which is connect-
ed to the Atiq Square (the Seljuk Center) 
through Abdolrazaq Street. 
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4. Mofateh Station: this station is located at the corner of the 
intersection of Western Baharestan avenue with Mofateh Street, 
and gives services to the two comprehensively planned areas of 
Malek-Shar, and Khaneh- Esfahan. 
5. Motahari Station: the station located in the north front of 
Malek Shahr Square where the North-South street of Motahari 
joins to this square. about the important uses and activates in 
adjacent and related to this station, there is Gol Mohammadi Park 
in the South part of this square and also there is amusement park 
of Malek Shahr in a short distance to this station toward the west 
along Western Baharestan Street.
6. Jaber Station: as an intermediate station located in the 
distance of 1134m Motahari Station in the North and in the dis-
tance of 1295m to Kaveh Station in the South, on the axis of new 
North-South constructed street of Shahbazi.
7. Kaveh Station: as the last station on thenorthern part of 
the line one, this station is the depot center for the line one and 
located in adjacent to the main Northern boundary but terminal of 
Kaveh out of the third ring of the city.
. Central part
The central part is extended in between intersection of Kaveh 
Boulevard, as the extension of Chahrbagh axis, with the third 
ring of the city (in the North) to Azadi square in almost 8 km in the 
South. The middle part of the metro line one can be divided into 
four sectors, including: Kaveh Boulevard and the central, Histor-
ical Chaharbagh axis which is divided to three parts of Chahar-
bagh-e-Paieen, Chaharbagh-e- Abbasi, and Chaharbagh-e-Bala.
Kaveh Boulevard, as the northern extension of Chahr-Bagh 
axis, which is extended from the multi-level intersection of Shahid 
Chamran on the third ring to the Shohada square on the first ring. 
This part has two stations of Shahid Chamran and Bahonar.
Logics of metro line one, Central Part, Source _Done by Author.
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14. Si-o-Se-Pol Station: 
The place of this station has chosen on the 
base of the location of big historical textile 
company which is set on the Eastern front 
of chaharbagh in between two intersections 
of Chaharbagh with Melat Boulevard as the 
southern front of the river, and Nazar in-
tersection where the East-West streets of 
Mirfendereski- Nazar cross with the Cha-
harbagh axis.
Second part, (almost 1 km), is extended 
from Nazar intersection to Nikbakht inter-
section in the South, where the East-West 
axis of Nikbakht-Shariati crosses with Cha-
harbagh axis and connect this intersection 
with the great mosque of Mosalla which is 
located at the Takht-e-Foulad cultural and 
historical site in the East, and in the other 
direction connected to vertical Hakim Neza-
mi Street as the first ring of the city. 
There are a lot of big administrative and 
urban facilities set along two sides of this 
part. Some of these important elements, re-
spectfully from the north to the south, are: 
a historic textile company in adjacent to 
the Nazar intersection, Esfahan provincial 
gas company, gas station, banks, Esfahan 
regional electric company, residential and 
commercial center of Park, Esfahan nation-
al Iranian oil products, and finally there are 
Kargaran recreational and sport center and 
also Shariati Hospital in adjacent to the Nik-
bakht intersection. This part has one station 
of; 
15. Shariati Station: 
The station is located on the axe of Chahar-
bagh street in the middle of Shariati Hospi-
tal and the recreational and sport center of 
Kargaran, in a short distance with Nikbakht 
intersection on its south direction.
Third part, from Nikbakht intersection 
to Azadi Square, where the last station of 
central part of the metro line one is located 
underneath of Azadi Square. This square 
is one of the most important connection 
points in the south part of the city at the 
intersection of vertical axis of Chaharbagh 
- Hezar Jerib with the with East-West axis 
of Daneshgah (university)- Saadat Aabad 
as the second ring of the city. This part in-
cludes one station of;
16. Azadi Station: 
The station is located in the center of Azadi 
Square in the distance of 719 meter from 
Shariati Station in the north and 845 me-
ter from Daneshgah Station in the South. 
There are some important uses and facili-
ties in relation to this station. At the South-
west corner of this square there is Esfah-
an University. The northern entrance of 
the university, main entrance, located in a 
distance of 350 meter from the square. At 
the Northwest of the square there is Aza-
di Stadium and Enghelab swimming pool. 
There are municipality of the 6th region, 
Saderat Bank, Civil Aviation Organization 
and some other commercial and services 
located along the eastern axis of Saadat 
Abad street and in relation to this square. 
all of this uses and facilities represent the 
performance range of this place in the scale 
of the city and bigger scale. 
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Chaharbagh-e-Abassi, this section 
is extended from Darvazeh-Dolat (Emam 
Hossein Square) to Si-o-Se Pol Bridge. 
Chahar Bagh-e- Abbasi is the Safavid bou-
levard, located in the north side of the river, 
as a recreational linear space which was 
surrounded by numbers of royal and private 
gardens which, nowadays, turned to a lin-
ear center for the contemporary city by con-
struction new buildings and facilities as like 
as hotels, cinemas, commercial passages 
and complexes, bookshops, and so on, be 
side the other important historical elements 
of Safavid royal palaces and gardens, and 
the complex of Chaharbagh school, madra-
sah caravanserai, and its bazaarche. There 
are two metro stations of Emam Hossein 
and Si-o-Se Pol, located at this part.
12. Emam Hossein Station: 
It is the central station on the intersection 
of metro line one with the line two which is 
located under Emam Hossein Square (Dar-
vazeh-Dolat). This station has connection 
with the Safavid royal palaces and gardens, 
Naghsh-e-Jahan Square, Central Bazar 
axis, Seljuk Atigh Square, through the dif-
ferent systems of new and historical streets 
and passages. Emam Hossein square as 
one of the most important intersections in 
the city, where 6 streets of 1Chahar-Bagh-
e-Bala & 2Paieen, 3Sepah, 4Bagh-e-Gol-
dasteh, 5Taleghani, and 6Bab-al-Rahmeh 
streets meet each other. it is surrounded by 
some important elements of central munici-
pal building, Jahan Nama tower, World her-
itage site of Chehelsotun royal Palace and 
its garden, and also Hasht-Behesht palace 
and its garden.
13. Enghelab Station: 
Enghelab Station is located in the north 
part of Si-o-Se Pol Bridge, on the inter-
section of Historical central axis of Abbasi 
Chaharbagh with the West-East axis of 
Abbas Abad- Seyed Alikhan Streets. En-
ghelab Square in a short distance in the 
South part of this station is one of the main 
intersections in between the vertical axis 
of Chaharbagh with the East-West axis of 
Kamal Esmaieel- Motahari Streets in front 
of Zayande Rud River and its linear recre-
ational park which is extended all along the 
river, at its both sides.
Chaharbagh-e-Bala, it is extended 
from the Sio-Se-Pol bridge to the to the 
Azadi Square (Darvazeh Shiraz or the gate 
of Shiraz) with a length of less than 2.5 km. 
this part of Chaharbagh Axis has the same 
transvers profile as the other parts of Cha-
har Bagh. a great boulevard with five lines 
of pedestrians in front of the commercial 
uses, and big facilities at both sides, three 
lines of car on each side and also a cen-
tral part for bicycle and pedestrian which all 
separated by rows of tall Plane trees. There 
are two important intersections between 
this axis with some collective east-west 
streets which is divided this part of Chahar-
bagh to the three sections;
First part, From Si-o-Se Pol to Nazar In-
tersection, with the length of less than one 
km, is in between Sio- Se Pol bridge to the 
Nazar intersection. At the head of Sio-Se-
Pol Bridge there are some hotels and some 
big commercial and administrative uses 
which mostly give services to the city and 
bigger scales, there are also two big his-
torical textile companies (one is completely 
demolished and replotted to the residential 
units, except its central building but the oth-
er at the eastern side of Chaharbagh is still 
remained but it is abandoned.  This section 
of Chaharbagh-e-Bala include one station.
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dor of Hezar Jerib with the East-West axis 
of Kargar street which is connected to the 
training center of army aviation on the East 
side. There are big administrative and ed-
ucational uses located around this station 
which make the most travels to and from 
this location.
19. Kuye Emam Station: 
This station is placed in the distance of 
1038 m from the previous station and in 
the distance of 924 m to the Sofeh Station 
as the last station on the metro line one. 
This is one of the rare station which is lo-
cated in middle and not at the point of any 
intersection, but in relation with two big res-
idential complexes, dormitories of Esfahan 
University, and Mohajer technical university 
of Esfahan.
20. Defa-e-Moqadas: 
As the last station on metro line two, this 
station is placed on the distance of 924 
m from Khabgah Station, and located in 
a short distance out of the third ring of the 
city in front of the Southern main boundary 
bus terminal of Sofeh. It is the transfer point 
from the metro line one with external sofeh 
Bus terminal and also the South –South-
east territorial rail road which is connected 
to SepahanShahr, Esfahan Train Station, 
and Baharestan City, toward the South di-
rection.
1.4.2.2. Logics of the metro line 
two
Line 2, with a length of almost 23 Km, starts 
from poor residential area of Zeynabieh in 
North- East and after passing underneath of 
central historical part of the city goes toward 
the West till reaching to the populated 
are of Khomeini Shahr (almost 250,000 
people) out of the predicted forth ring of 
the Esfahan city. This line has 21 stations 
which start from the depot center of this 
line at the Eastern terminus in Zeiynabieh, 
out of the forth ring of the city, to the most 
western station of Khomeini shahr located 
in Shohada Square. 
The two areas of Zeynabieh and Khomeini 
Shahr, at the moment, have pretty high 
density and regarding to their short distance 
to the city, there is a heavy load of traffic 
from these two zones toward the center. 
Zeynabieh street at the present is the 
most crowded line of public transportation 
(buses and minibuses). the design of this 
line, affirmed to the East-West corridor, has 
been based on some important features of:
- it will address to the high travel demand 
to the center, especially to the bazar, the 
central commercial part and Darvazeh 
Dolat (Emam Hossein Square).
- fulfil the needs of northeastern area which 
is owned the densest public transport in the 
city.
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. Southern part
This is the last section of the metro line one 
(almost 7 Km) which is extended from Azadi 
Square on the second ring till the Southern 
boundary bus terminal of Sofeh in a short 
distance out of the multi-level intersection 
of over passing Keshvari Highway as the 
third ring of the city with the North-South 
axis of Hezar jerib avenue and Dastgerdi 
Highway. This part includes four stations 
of Daneshgah, Kargar, Kuy-e-Emam, and 
Defae Moghadas.
To see what are the most important logics 
for the location of each station it is given a 
brief description about the location of each 
station; 
17. Daneshgah Station: 
The station is located in the distance of 832 
meter from Azadi Staion in the North, and 
in the distance of 961 m with Kargar Sta-
tion in the South, and in between the inters-
ections of two East-West perpendicular 
axes of Azadi and Mardavij Streets with 
the vertical axis of Hezar Jerib Avenue, 
where the metro line one is passing from 
the under. These two streets make acces-
sibility to the new wealthy residential area 
of Mardavij in the South part of the city. 
There are Esfahan University, immigration 
and passport police office and Esfahan de-
partment of roads and urban development 
which make and absorb the most travel on 
this area.
18. Kargar Station: 
This station is placed in the distance of 961 
m from Daneshgah Station in the North 
and in the distance of 1038 meter from the 
Khabgah station as the next stop. It is locat-
ed on the intersection of North –South cori-
Logics of metro line one, Southern Part, Source _Done by Author.
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Logics of metro line two, Source _Done by Author.
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In Overall, the western part includes 8 
stations, the first two stations of khomein-
ishahr and Marbin are located out of the 
forth ring of the Esfahan city, in Khomeini 
shahr County. 
Khomeinishahr station:
This station is located on the Shohada 
Square as the first Square of Khomeini 
Shahr and where the Kohandezh Boule-
vard, which is connecting khomeni shahr to 
Esfahan, ends at this square. 
Marbin Station:  
The station is located on the intersection 
of Kohandezh Boulevard with North-South 
directed Marbin road which is passing 
through a narrow limit of agricultural lands 
which separate Esfahan from Khomei-
ni Shahr. Here it is the predicted location 
where the forth ring of the city will pass, 
then the location of this station is seen at 
the corner of intersection of last ring with 
Kohandezh boulevard.
In between the forth ring to the third ring of 
the city there are more six stations which 
are all set along the axe of Kohandezh bou-
levard. there are patchworks of developing 
poor residential areas with the rural origin 
and shrinking agricultural lands set along 
this axis. 
It is given a brief overview on the location 
of metro stations in this part, to see if their 
locations are in relation with the existing 
system of roads and intersections, or on 
the base of the locations of important facil-
ities or the population areas. there are also 
some stations that are located in middle 
and not related to any important roads and 
intersections or any big facilities. 
To understand the most important logic 
for the location of each station it is listed 
the name of each station from the west to 
the east on the Eastern part of metro line 
two and in between the last ring with the 
third ring of the city with a short description 
about their location.
Juy Abad Station: 
this station gives services to the poor res-
idential part of Juy Abad and where the 
Shams street meets the East-West Corri-
dor of Kohandezh boulevard.
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- It will be connected to the metro line 
one (North-South Corridor) at the Emam 
Hossein Station.
- There is the possibility of construction of 
base installations in the two heads of the 
line. 
The study phase of this project has been 
started in 2011, when three engineer 
consultant companies of SOFRETU 
(became SYSTRA), PAZHOHESH and 
METRA were contracted to study the 
design of this line as the second metro line 
of the city.
This line has three parts of: 
1 -  Western part, (from Khomeini shahr to 
the Khoram-Kohandezh Intersection),
2 - Central part, (from Khoram-Kohandezh 
intersection at the limit of Shahid Kharazi 
Highway as the third ring of the city in the 
west to Qods Square, in the northeast).
3  -  Eastern part, (from Qods intersection 
located on the first ring to Zeynabieh depot 
center out of the predicted forth ring).
. Western part, from Khomeini Shahr to Khoram- Kohandezh intersection
In the west part, this corridor starts from Technical University of Esfahan in a Northwest 
developed area of Khomeini Shahr, in the hillside. This area is possible to connect to the 
metro line two through an Eastern wide boulevard (Shariati boulevard) which is directed 
from North to South till it reaches to Shohada Square where the first metro stop of this 
line is located. At the moment Shariati boulevard is under the uses of cargo trucks and 
trailers. the construction of the predicted forth ring of the Esfahan which is passing, in the 
direction of South to North, from the narrow remained limit of agricultural lands in-between 
Esfahan and Khomeini Shahr and connects Zob-Ahan highway (which will go toward the 
steel company in the Southwest) to Azadegan Highway in the North which is going toward 
Shahin Shahr City, this ring will considerately decrease the traffic load of Shariati Boulvard 
in the East of Khomeini Shahr.
Logics of metro line two, Western Part, Source _Done by Author.
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. Central part, from third ring to Qods Square on the first ring
According to the crossing of this part of metro line two underneath 
the central historical part of the city which includes some valuable 
monuments and world heritage sites, there is a high sensitivity in 
term of design of this part, and there are different options which till 
the moment none of them is affirmed. Here it is given a brief intro-
duction about each option and then it will be discussed more about 
the location of each stations on the most likely option.
First option: This probable line will cross underneath of Aligholi 
Beyk Street (with the width of 20 to 25m), Emam Hossein Square 
(Darvazeh Dolat), Sepah Street, Naghsh-e-Jahan Square, Hafez 
Street, Alameh Majlesi Street, and Qods Square. All of these 
streets have a narrow width with heavy traffic load (pedestrian, 
bicycle, private car and motorcycle). The central commercial ac-
tivity and Bazaar are located in this area, in addition, there are 
more plenty of valuable historical elements with different scale of 
function, from private houses to the historical axes, Bazaar, great 
squares, royal palaces and gardens, …
Second option:   If we divide the central part of the metro line 
two to three sections of, first from Shahid Kharazi (third ring) to 
the central axis of Chaharbagh, second from Chaharbagh to the 
Emam Ali Square (Atiq Square), and the third one, from Emam Ali 
Square to Qods Square, the last section is the same for all of the 
options but about the first and second sections, there are different 
senarios for different optional dirrections as the metro line two. 
In the second option the line will pass underneath of the historical 
axis of Taleghani Street which is starts from  the front of Hasht 
Behehesht royal palace, that is  located in front of central axis of 
Chaharbagh,  and is directed to the west till it reaches to Najaf 
Abad City. This street is located in a parallel way and in a short dis-
tance with Aligholi Beyk Street (first optional line), in its south side. 
Both of these streets reach to the Emam Hossein Square from the 
North and South of Jahan Nama Tower as an administrative and 
commercial center on the west front of this Square. 
Due to the passing of the metro line two underneath of Naghsh-e-Ja-
han Square as the World heritage site and according to the existing 
high sensitivity, for the second option, there is a discussion about 
passing this part of metro  line 2 from underneath of Bagh-e-Gol-
daste Street and after turning Naghsh-s-Jahan square, it will go to 
Emam Ali Square and continue to the end of the line in the same 
way with the other options.
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Payam-e-Noor Station:
It is located in front of Payam-e-Noor 
University and in between of two vertical 
streets of Emam Reza and Siadat which 
intersect with Kohandezh Boulevard.
Rehnan Station: 
where the two collector streets of Motahari 
and Western-Sharif streets which give ser-
vices to the poor Rehnan residential area 
meet the Kohandezh Boulevard.
Samadieh Station: 
where the Samadieh street, as the exten-
sion of Masjed Seyed Street which will con-
nect to the Takhti intersection and Takhti 
Station on the metro line one, meets Ko-
handezh Boulvard out of the third ring of 
the city.
Javan Station:  
As an intermediate station which is con-
nected to the Javan rural area through 
some internal passages. This area has a 
distance of almost two kilometers from the 
intersection of Khoram-kohandezh on the 
third ring of the city and nowadays connect-
ed to the city of Esfahan.
Kohandezh Station: 
There is a right turn on the metro line two 
to set the Western part of the metro line two 
with the axe of Aligholi Beyk street inside 
the third ring and in the middle part of this 
line. After this line turn to the right there is 
the location of Kohandezh Station as the 
last station of Western part of the metro line 
two and before entering the third ring of the 
city at the intersection with the new avenue 
of Hejazi which is connecting the Kohande-
zh East-West corridor to the historical axis 
of Atashgah Bulvard which is connecting 
the city to Najaf Abad city in the west.
Logics of metro line two, Central Part, Source _Done by Author.
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its West front and the central municipal 
building in the opposite side, there are also 
some valuable historical monuments in a 
short distance as like as two world heritage 
sites of Naghs-e-Jahan Square and Chehel 
Sotun and Hasht Behest royal palaces and 
gardens. 
It is the intersection between the central 
axis of Chaharbagh with Aligholi Beyk 
and Taleghani streets which come to this 
square from the West and on the opposite 
side, there are Sepah street which goes to 
the Naghsh-e-Jahan Square in the East 
and Bagh-e-Goldastes street which goes 
toward the river front. 
Emam Khomeini Station: 
the station is located in a short distance 
to the Naghsh-e-Janah Square (Emam 
Khomeini Square) on the axe of Hafez 
street, which connects this Square with the 
Ahmad Abad Square on the first ring.
Emam Ali Station: 
The idea of locating this station is 
connection with the old center of the city, 
the Seljuk Atiq Square (nowadays Emam 
Ali Square) and with the other composite of 
historical monuments which are set around 
it, as like as Jama mosque (world Heritage 
site), Bazaar, Ali Mosque and Minerate, 
karvanserais, Hamams, Schools, and so 
on.
The station is located at the East side of 
Emam Ali Square (Atiq Square) at the 
corner of intersection between North-
South Hatef Street, which is connected to 
the chaharbagh Khaju historical axis in the 
south, with East-West Valiasr Street which 
goes to the Ahmad Abad Square on the first 
ring, toward the East. 
These two streets meet each other in 
the Ghaz Square as the entrance of the 
Emam Ali and Jelo Khan Square. due 
to the recent great project of Emam Ali 
Square, the extensions of these new 
streets which were superimposed on the 
previous location of historical Seljuk square 
and cut the bazaar axis with the other 
primary historical passages nowadays 
reformed and enforced by dragging down 
of these new streets of East-West Vali Asr- 
Abdolrazaq and Suoth-North Hatef and 
Majlesi Streets to the underground level of 
this square. there are also designed a great 
area dedicated to the parking, services and 
commercial uses which can work as an 
intermediate space for interchanging the 
different modes of transportation of private 
cars, buses, and metro lines, which are 
connecting the center to the other parts of 
the city.
Qods Station: 
This station is located on the north side of 
the intersection of, North-South, Majlesi-
Laleh streets with under passing Modares-
Sorush boulevard as the first ring of the 
city, there is also the historical water canal 
of Haftun which comes to this point and cut 
with this multilevel intersection. There are
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Third option: in the third option when 
the metro line 2  enters to the third ring in 
the West (Shahid Kharazi Highway),  in-
stead of turning to the south in aim of set-
ting in the axes of Aligholi Beyk or Taleghani 
Streets, it turns to the North to pass under-
neath of Navab Safavi Boulevard, Masjed 
Seyed Street (which will go to the Takhti In-
tersection where there is Takhti Station on 
the metro line 1 in affirmation the Chahar-
bagh axis), Abdolrazagh Street, Emam Ali 
Square, Allame Majlesi Street, and Qods 
Square where  the last section attaches  to 
the central part of metro line two.
As it is discussed (from west to the East) 
this part can be divided to three limits, from 
the third ring to the central Chaharbagh 
axis (Western part), from Chaharbagh to 
Qods Square (central part), and finally from 
Qods Square to Zeynabieh Depot Center 
out of the last ring of the city (Eastern part). 
To understand the most important logic of 
placing metro stations we will have a look 
at the location of each station on the trail 
of the first optional line as the most likely 
option for this part of the metro line two. it 
is listed the name of each station from the 
west to the east on the central part of metro 
line two (first option) with a short descrip-
tion about their location.  
Shahid Kharazi Station: 
located inside the third ring (Shahid Kharazi 
Highway), and on the axis of the recently 
opened Saheb Rowzat Avenue which is 
connected to the vertical axis of Kashani 
Street.
Kashani Staion:
 the station is located in front of new built 
Kashani Hospital where the recently 
constructed Saheb Rowzat Avenue 
intersects with the vertical axis of the 
Kashani street as the first ring of the city. 
There is also a historical water canal of 
Tirun which is cut by the new street of 
Saheb Rowzat and pass from the west side 
of Kashani Hospital. This primary historical 
passage was connecting to the historical 
neighborhoods of Juzdan and Elyderan.
Kalaja Station: 
the station is located on the intersection 
of North-South axis of Khalaja (which is 
connecting the Azar bridge in the South to 
the Masjed Seyed street in the north) with 
the East-West axis of Aligholi Beyk where 
the metro line 2 is passing from the under.
-  Emam Hossein Station: Emam Hossein 
Station is the central Station where the 
North-South metro line one intersects with 
the East-West line 2 underneath of the 
Emam Hossein Square. This square is 
located at the central part of the city, and 
there are some important elements which 
are located around it, including Jahan Nama 
administrative and commercial center on
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Boulevard where the metro line two is pass-
ing from the underground in the direc tion 
of Southwest to the Northeast. there is also 
Parvin Street which connects this squ-are, 
in the Southeast direction, with the Eastern 
corridor of Jey Street. There are some im-
portant facilities of Art gallery and Allameh 
Majlesi Market located in adjacent to the 
Laleh Park in the south side of this inter-
section.
Oman-e-Samani Staion: 
It is an intermediate station on the axis of 
Laleh Street which is located in between 
the two intersections of Laleh Square in the 
South and Ashegh-e-Esfahani intersection 
in the North. There are some perpendicular 
internal passages which join to the Laleh 
Street at the location of this station as like 
as Oman-e-Samani street and some other 
secondary alleys which make accessibili-
ties to the internal neighborhoods. 
Ashegh-e-Esfahani Station:
The station is located in the South side of 
multi-level intersection in between Laleh – 
Zeynabieh Extension on the axis of metro 
line two with under passing Asheghe Esfa-
hani Street which is connected to the air-
port highway.
Zeynabieh Tomb Staion: 
The station located in front of Zeynabieh 
Shrine, which is located in the South side of 
metro line two which is passing underneath 
of Zeynabieh Street.
Shahid Ghafari Station:
It is the last station on the metro line two 
in a close distance with the border with 
the agricultural lands, and located in front 
of the new under development residential 
complex of Sarve belong to the Esfahan 
municipality on the corner of the intersec-
tion of Bisim Street with the Zeynabieh axis, 
where the metro line two passing from the 
under.
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some other important public facilities as 
Feyz Hospital and center sport of Kargaran 
in adjacent to this intersection.
. Eastern part, from Qods Square on the 
first ring to Zeinabieh Depot out of the 
predicted forth ring
as the last section of metro line two with 
the lengh of almost 11 km is extended 
from Qods intersection on the first ring of 
the city toward the Northeast till reaching 
to the depot center of this line which is lo-
cated after the predicted forth ring of the 
city. This part includes 6 stations. There 
is a short description about the location of 
these stations in following to see what are 
those logics and important elements which 
are existed around each station. 
Bagh Qoushkhaneh Station: 
The location of this station is based on the 
place of some important elements of Bagh 
Qoushkhaneh internal bus terminal and 
also Bagh Qoushkhaneh Safavid garden 
which in addition to have recreational use 
for the royal family during the summer, was 
a place for breeding hunting birds.
Laleh Station: 
The station is located at the Western front 
of Laleh Park which is placed in the south 
side of multilevel intersection between un-
der passing Chamran Highway, which is 
going to the Esfahan international airport, 
with the ground level radial Laleh-Zeynbieh 
Logics of metro line two, Eastern Part, Source _Done by Author.
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2.0. INTRODUCTION
We started by looking at the different categories of urban intersec-
tions which have been come to the life of Esfahan city in different 
periods of development, using of technologies of their own days. 
generally, there is no appropriated dialogue in between superim-
posed net of new streets with historical passages and structure of 
the city. The strategical look could be defining some definite proj-
ects at the point of intersections, trying to join them to gather or 
integrating the different system of crossings as an opportunity for 
urban regeneration.
The metro stations are the most recent category of urban crossings, 
where the underground urban metro lines come up to the surface. 
It is important to see;
- Where is the location of each station in the city? 
- What are the opportunities for the city with presence of metro 
stations? 
- What are the logics of each site, considering the connectivity with 
different types of urban crossings and different systems of passag-
es and streets which are connecting the stations to the other bold 
destinations, important urban elements, historical and monumental 
buildings, big facilities, open public spaces and so on. 
After we found out how our selected stations are connected to the 
site through the connectivity with the important urban elements, 
there is the time to have a closer look at some objected plans and 
sections, which will show us:
At first, Where is the entrances and exits of each station, what about 
the connectivity with the skylight as the reference for the under-
ground, and also how the air is circulating in the stations through 
Ventilation ducts which suck up and blow in the air to and from the 
surface.
Second, how people moves in between different levels and con-
nects  to the platforms? How the underground platforms are coming 
up to the surface?
Third, How the platforms of metro stations are vertically connected 
to the surrounding urban elements such as, streets and passages, 
monumental buildings, big facilities, public spaces and different 
activities.
Finally, how different modes of private and public transport, trans-
form to the mode of metro and vice versa? 
2.1. THREE CASES
We have chosen 3 cases, out of 41 stations on the first and sec-
ond metro lines which are pointed to their locations in the previous 
chapter. As the metro line one is under construction and partially in 
use, while there is still ongoing discussions about the central part 
of the metro line two because of existing high sensitivity about the 
world heritage sites and historical monuments which are existing 
above the metro tunnels, we selected all of our cases on the metro 
line one.
Our selected stations are placed in row, and each one has their own 
characteristics and condition in connection with their surrounded 
areas. From the south to the north there are three cases of:
- Central Emam Hossein Station
- Takhti Station
 -Shohada Station
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CHAPTER 2: 
SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES, THREE CASE STUDIES 
2.0. INTRODUCTION
 
2.1. THREE CASES 
2.1.1.   Emam Hossein Station 
2.1.2.   Takhti Station
2.1.3.   Shohada Station
1.4. CONCLUSION
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2.1.1. Emam Hossein Station
The station is located at the meeting point of the metro line one 
with metro line two. It is the central station of metro which is located 
underneath of Darvazeh Dolat (Emam Hossein square). Darvazeh 
Dolat is a square at the beginning of Abbasi Chaharbagh and in 
front of municipality central building, which was an entrance for the 
royal Safavid gardens and Chaharbagh street. 
This square is one of the most important intersection of the city in 
between central axis of Chaharbagh, where the metro line one is 
passing from the under, with the other four streets of Taleghani, 
Bab Alrahmat, Bagh-Goldaste, and Sepah 
By connecting to the 9 bus lines (5 East- West lines, 4 North-South 
lines) to this central zone, this square is working as an internal 
terminal for the city. As the result of pre-feasibility study about Es-
fahan mass rapid transit system; in 1992, there are 15,000 travels 
from this zone to outside by different passengers with full auton-
omy of goals and destinations, and on the other hand there were 
120,000 travels to this area.
In the eastern façade of the square there is the central building 
of municipality, which is constructed in Reza Shah period (1925-
1941), with its clock tower. In the northeast corner of this square 
it was the first gas station of the city, where, nowadays, they are 
constructing the northeast entrance for the station.
The other important elements in relation with this station is the 
commercial– cultural and services center of Jahan Nama Tower, 
with the height of 50 meter at the highest point located in the cen-
tral area of the city, in the opposite hand of municipality central 
building and forms the Western façade of Emam Hossein Square. 
This center has accumulated different uses and activities such 
as three cinemas, conference hall, swimming pool and deportive 
center, a five-star hotel, commercial and administrative unites, and 
parking for 240 cars. It has two underground and thirteen upper 
floors in 81,800 meter of construction.
Sepah Street connects Emam Hossein Square to Naghsh-e-Jahan 
Square, it is departed to two sections, first from Emam Hossein 
square to the intersection of this street with North-South direction 
of Hakim and Ostandari Streets and the second part is from this 
intersection to the Naghsh-e-Jahan Square. the first part mostly, 
is devoted to the selling of leather products of shoes, bags and 
suitcases, on its northern façade, on the other side, there is The 
world heritage site of Chehel Sotun, and Timurid Tallar (Esfahan 
Museum of natural history, 14th-15th century), located on its south-
ern side.
Municipality central building
Commercial, Cultural, and services center of Jahan Nama
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At the second part of Sepah Street, there are some important facil-
ities and uses as like as the central branches of Meli, Sepah, and 
Tejarat Banks plus Esfahan department of economic and finance, 
and some currency exchange facilities located on both sides of 
this part.
In the Southwestern corner of Emam Hossein Square, there is 
Bagh Goldaste Street which is passing in between of historical 
sites of Chehel Sotun and Hasht Behesht garden with its central 
palace. 
Hasht Behesht garden is limited from the behind of Eastern linear 
commercial facade of Chaharbagh in between Darvazeh Dolat in 
North to the northern limit of Honar bazaar in the south. This ba-
zaar was a part of bigger complex which was constructed where 
Farshadi historical water canal intersects with Chaharbagh axis 
and includes Chaharbagh school and Madar Shah Caravanserai 
(Hotel Abbasi) as a decentralization strategy for drawing the new 
constructions and developments toward the west and Chaharbagh 
axis in Safavid period.
There are two streets of Bab Alrahmat and Taleghani in a parallel 
way to each other. These streets are passing from the North and 
South sides of Jahan Nama Center and connect to Emam Hossein 
Square on its northwest and southeast corners.
The other existing opportunity is the existence of multi-level 
Taleghani Parking for 480 cars which is located in the south side 
of Taleghani Street which is connected to Emam Hossein Square 
by passing from the southern front of Jahan Nama center. There 
is a possibility for locating the other station of Emam Hossein on 
the metro line two under of this street in a close distance to Emam 
Hossein Square and in between Jahan Nama Center in the North 
and Taleghani parking in the South sides of This street. 
There are also a numerous pieces of valuable and historical build-
ing which spread around this area and get accessed to the station 
through internal historical passages which were structuring and 
connecting different inner historical neighborhoods, that nowadays 
are isolated and framed inside the net of new streets.
To sum up the existing opportunities of the site in relation with 
Emam Hossein metro station, there is the following list of the most 
important opportunities which are existing in the site,  including:
Bab Alrahmat street passing from the North side of Jahan Nama, one of 
the mentioned options for the dirrection of metro line two
Sepah Street connects Emam Hossein Square to the great Naghsh-e-Jah-
an Square as a World Heritage Site by passing from the north side of the 
other World Heritage site of Chehelsotun palace and its garden. in the 
photo it is seen the central building of Esfahan Municipality at the right 
corner.
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- Connectivity with different system of intersections, roads and his-
torical passages, as like as Emam Hossein Square, Chaharbagh, 
Sepah, Taleghani, Bab Alrahmat, and Bagh Goldasteh streets, 
- Connectivity with important destinations such as important histor-
ical elements, pieces of historical architectures, historical passag-
es, and World heritage sites,
- Linking with the new mixed used, commercial based centers as 
the new collectors and distributers and including parkings,as inter-
mediate spaces for interchanging different modes of mobility.
Emam Hossein Station as the central station which is located on 
the intersection of metro line one with two, has high capacity for 
transferring and moving passengers, and relatively has an exten-
sive area of 19,362 m2 in two levels of ticket hall level and platform 
level, with a central platform.
Passengers enter from sidewalks to the entrance boxes. There are 
5 entrances and exits for this station;
-There are two emergency exits which are connecting the two 
heads of central platform to ground surface on the axis of Abbasi 
Chaharbagh in the south and Chaharbag-e-Paieen on the north 
side of the station. 
-On the Northeast corner of the square there is an entrance on the 
corner of intersection of Sepah with Chaharbagh-e-Paieen Streets 
(on the location of the first gas station in Esfahan City) 
-The second main entrance is located on the corner of intersec-
tions between Bagh Goldaste with Chaharbagh Abbasi Street on 
the Southeast corner of Emam Hossein Square. This entrance will 
be constructed at the head of new designed façade for the East 
front of Chaharbagh.
-There is another (the third) entrance linked with Jahan Nama com-
mercial and cultural center and will be connected to the ticket hall 
level of the station from its west side. In the Southwest corner of 
the station there will be an extension which will connect to the other 
station on the metro line two, under Taleghani Street. There is a 
possibility for connectivity of this entrance as a vertical access to 
the other station on the metro line two which will pass under the 
metro line one.
After getting in to the entrances as the vertical accesses points with 
different system of stairs and elevators, passengers will reach to 
the Ticket hall level which includes three main parts; a big hall for 
the passengers on the left hand including the gates, the mechani-
cal rooms are on the opposite hand (Eastern side), and the central 
part is using for vertical accessibility from the ticket hall level to the 
level of platform, and includes a system of normal and mechanical 
stairs and elevators. There are also some voids in the celling, open 
to the air for entering the natural skylight.
Chahar Bagh-e-Paieen, Eastern front , primary extraverted new facedes constrycted along the new streest.
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Chahar Bagh-e-Abbasi, a new front for Abbasi Chaharbagh will come soon.
The first section is showing the relation of the Southeastern en-
trance of the station which is linked with the northern head of under 
study new commercial façade for Eastern front of Abbasi Chahar-
bagh with the station through a vertical access point including dif-
ferent systems of stairs and elevator to a corridor which is passing 
from the south side of the station and get accessed to both; to the 
gates and ticket hall of the main station underneath of Emam Hos-
sein Square, and later to the other corridor which can have access 
to the third entrance (linked with Jahan Nama Center.
It is also seen the inter modality in between different modes of 
public transport from the bus to pedestrian and metro.
Chahar Bagh-e-Paieen, Eastern front , primary extraverted new facedes constrycted along the new streest.
There are three sections provided to demonstrate; how people 
move in between different levels, how is the connectivity of ground 
surface inside the entrances to the central platform where people 
take in or off, to and from the metro wagons. The sections are also 
trying to show, how is the vertical connectivity between platform 
with the city through its important elements such as intersections, 
street network, or important facilities.
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The second section is a longitude section which is crossing on the central axis of Chahar-
bagh. The object is to show the connectivity of the central pedestrian lane of Chaharbagh 
Axis through the emergency exits to the two heads of central platform. It is also aimed to 
show the quality of vertical connectivity of the ticket hall level to the platform level. It shows 
how the natural skylight gets into the central part of the station from some opening frames to 
the sky in the celling of central linear part of first underground level, where there is vertical 
connectivity happening there, by providing multi optional choices of mechanical and normal 
stairs and elevators.
There are two mechanical rooms in the first underground level which are shown in the section 
in the grey color. There are mechanical engines and instalations for circulating the air of the 
station by blowing out and sucking in the air, to and from the surface through ventilation ducts 
and canals.
The third section is showing the location of municipality central building related to Emama 
Hossein Square and the station, the western entrance which is linked with Jahan Nama Cen-
ter and works as a vertical access to the main station on the metro line one and the other 
station on the metro line two. It is also shown the connectivity of this entrance with the ticket 
hall of the main station and also the vertical connectivity of this level to the platform level. It 
is seen how the natural light get in to the station from top of the stairs and elevators in the 
central part of station.
There is also a ventilation duct showed in the section which connects the southern mechani-
cal room to the surface at the middle of Bagh Goldaste Street.
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This primary historical route after passing by some historical build-
ings and an abandoned small Bazarche as a center of Qare Kia 
Neighborhood has been cut by new street of Hakim where historic 
Hakim Mosque (constructed in 10th century) stands at the corner 
of intersection of Hakim Street with the Bagh Qalandarha primary 
historical route as the extension of Aghajan Beyk Alley.
Hakim Street is connecting Sepah Street which is going to 
Naghsh-e-Jahan Square in the South with Abdolrazaq Avenue 
which is extended in between Takhti Station with Atiq Square in 
the North, on the other hand Bagh Qalandarha after passing by 
some historical houses, Hamam, Sarais, is connected to the great 
bazar which is linking the two main Squares of the city (Safavid 
Naghsh-e-Jahan Square with Seljuk Atiq Square).
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2.1.2. Takhti Station
In the middle part of metro line one which is passing from the under 
of Chaharbagh Street, Takhti Station is located in front of Takhti 
Stadium and in adjacent to the Takhti intersection. Regardless of 
two emergency exits which come up to the surface in the axis of 
Chaharbagh, the station has two main entrances/ exits which are 
located; first affirmed to the entrance of stadium where it gives a 
great view to the ground field and platforms of audience to people 
who come up from the inside of station to the ground floor (Con-
nectivity with important urban facilities). The second entrance is 
located at the corner of intersection of historical route of Aghajan 
Beyk which is connected to the great bazaar and Atiq square with 
the central axis of Chaharbagh (enforcing the historical routes and 
passages). 
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There is Takhti intersection in a short distance in the north of sta-
tion, where the West-East streets of Masjed Seyed and Abdol-
razaq, cross with the central axis of chaharbagh. These streets are 
connecting the station with some important destinations through 
different modes of private and public transportation. Atiq square 
in the East, Masjed Seyed in the West, and main northern and 
southern boundary bus terminals of Kaveh and Sofeh in the North 
and South are some of these important destinations which are con-
nected to this station through Takhti intersection.
The surrounding building which define the facades of the street 
have generally low with the height of between one to three floors 
and mostly have commercial uses and activities, recreational and 
tourism, and sport. The existence of some hotel and recreation-
al and touristic centers absorb high numbers of visitors in certain 
periods in the year in addition to the large numbers of locals and 
passengers who have permanence presence at this area.
The station does not have any place for the parking as an interme-
diate space for changing from one mode to the other but there is a 
parking in the Northwest corner of Takhti intersection which has an 
access from the Chaharbagh-e- Paieen Street, and can give this 
opportunity to those people who wants to change their mode of 
movement from private car to the pedestrian, metro or other type 
of public transportation.
We can list some existing opportunities for the site and the city 
which are provided by the construction the metro station:
- Connectivity with important urban facilities as like as Takhti Sta-
dium,
- Enforcing the historical structure of the city and connectivity with 
Bazaar, main city squares and other historical building and monu-
ments,
- Connectivity with the important destinations such as Atiq Square, 
Masjed Seyed, Bazaar, and boundary bus terminal through the 
network of new streets which are meeting at Takhti intersection 
closed to the station,
- Existing parking in the north part of Takhti intersection which give 
possibility for people to change their mode of movement from pri-
vate car to pedestrian, metro and other modes of public transport.
The station has 12000 m2 area in two levels of ticket halls and plat-
forms level with the height of 14 m from the rail lines to the ground 
surface. As it mentioned before there are four entrances/ exits for 
this station, two of them are emergency exits and the other two 
are main entrances/ exits in the form of constructed building in the 
facades of Chaharbagh street which are linked with Takhti Stadium 
(20,000 people) and the other with historical route of Aghajan Beyk.
There are some circulating towers with the form of traditional wind 
catcher provided in the facades of Chahrbagh which are linked with 
some ventilation ducts and canals that are connected with the in-
ternal spaces of the station to suck up and blow in the exhausted 
and fresh air from and to the surface.
As the station works as an internal terminal and also count as a 
complete example of underground public space, there are some 
commercial uses and services provided in ticket hall level where 
the skylight enters to the ticket hall and platforms levels through 
the provided void in the celling which is opened in the middle of 
Chaharbagh Axis.
The station has different spaces such as public spaces, administra-
tive and services parts, and mechanical and electrical installation 
spaces, which are shown on the plans of station. There are also 
some sections which aim to show the vertical connectivity of the 
platforms with the ground surface, to show how the people move 
in between different levels and get access to the platforms, from 
entrances, corridors, mechanical and normal stairs, and also ele-
vators which are connecting the ground surface with the ticket hall 
and platforms.
The sections also show the connectivity of the station with sur-
rounded urban facilities and important elements such as Chahar-
bagh axis. There are also some photos which get numbered on 
the plans and show the actual state of the station from inside and 
outside.
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Ebne Sina street, in the center of Shohada Square, two entrances on the corners
2.1.3. Shohada Station
Shohada Station is located underneath of the center of Shohada 
Square at the intersection of Chaharbagh-e-Paieen, Foroughi, 
Kaveh, Modares and Ebne Sina streets which are, all working as 
primary collectors and distributers. It is also located on the first 
ring of the city, at the northern head of Chaharrbagh axis, and is 
working as a gate to the historical central parts of the city. Looking 
at the opposite direction, Shohada square is located in between 
Kaveh Boulevard and central axis of Chaharbagh-e-Paieen. 
Shohada square is the first interconnecting intersection which 
connects the suburbs with the central parts of the city, and as its 
consequence, there is a great traffic load for cars and pedestrians.
There are 11 bus lines have stops at or passing from this Square. 
there are five bus lines out of eleven which have their first or the 
last stops along radiated new streets and in a short distance with 
the Square. these lines mostly are connecting with northern sub-
urbs and centers of population, such as Shahinshahr which is the 
most important one with the greater population than the other cen-
tralities as like as Khorzugh, Gaz, and Dastgerd.
The other six lines have stops at this square also but not at the 
first or the last point. These lines are connecting some import-
ant intersections or destinations such as Jomhuri, Enghelab. and 
qods Square by passing from this square.
Behind Parto commercial complex, in between Modares and Ebne Sina 
streets
At first, it will be given some main and brief description about each of 
these streets which are meeting at this square and then, we will look 
for the most important elements and opportunities which are existing 
in the site with the centrality of Shohada metro station.
Interconnected streets:
- Chaharbagh-e-Paieen which is extended from Shohada Square, 
toward the South and the center of the city.
- Kaveh Street, the northern extension of Chaharbagh Axis which 
is extended from the North of Shohada Square toward Kaveh bus 
terminal out of the third ring of the city.
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important buildings, uses and activities:
- The axis of Chaharbagh, as the central axis of the contempo-
rary city, with the metro line 1 which is passing from the under, 
the street is going to get more pedestrianized in process. There is 
a complex of uses and activities which form the two fronts of this 
street including rows of small commercial units in combination with 
some middle size commercial complexes, and some other uses 
and activities.
- The existence of an old garage in the Southeast corner of the 
square and behind the small sized commercial units at the front 
of the square. This garage is located in between the square with 
Fadan  Madi, as a historical water canal which is passing from the 
behind of this old garage in the Southwest corner of the frame and 
after crossing with Forughi Street and Kaveh Boulevard, it goes to 
the Northeast direction. 
Pedestrian lively activities in front of Chaharbagh Portal of old garage in the west side of the square.
looking at Forughi Street form the center of Shohada Square. Kave boulevard, there is emergency stairs is visible at the center of the 
frame.
Interconnected streets:
- Chaharbagh-e-Paieen which is extended from Shohada Square, 
toward the South and the center of the city.
- Kaveh Street, the northern extension of Chaharbagh Axis which 
is extended from the North of Shohada Square toward Kaveh bus 
terminal out of the third ring of the city.
- Forughi Street, which is located in western side of Shohada 
Square and is connecting this square to Esteghlal Square or the 
beginning point of connection to the northern territorial corridor 
which is connecting to “Isfahan University of Technology”, Esfahan 
Refinery, Mahmud Abad industrial site and Shahin Shahr City.
 - In the east, Ebne Sina Street connects Shohada Square to inner 
historical neighbohrhoods, Jama Mosque, and Atiq Square.
- Modares Street, which is coming in to the square from the north-
east direction, and connect this square to the multilevel intersec-
tion of Qods, on the first ring of the city, where Qods metro station 
will be located on the metro line two.
Modares Street, the Northeast entrance on the cor-
ner of Modares Street and Kaveh Boulevard
Chaharbagh-e-Paieen Axis
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- The professional clinic of Amin in distance of less than half ki-
lometer has been located in the South front of Ebne Sina Street, 
where Sonbolestan Street meets with Ebne Sina street at the left 
hand of Amin clinic.
- There is also another smaller clinic, closer to the square and 
behind the commercial complex of Parto, as the highest building in 
front of Shohada Square, with having four floors above the ground 
level.
- At Southeast corner of the square, there is a numbers of histori-
cal valuable houses in a group, and in a close distance to square 
and the station.
- In a distance of, almost, half of a kilometer toward the North, 
there is Babol Dasht Bus Terminal which has services to the north-
ern residential suburbs, and population centralities, such as Sha-
hin Shahr city.
The consulting engineers of Naghsh-e-Jahan Pars, as the de-
signer and counselor of the project, had been predicted 4 main 
entrances on base of the population who would use the metro 
after the completion of the whole network of metro lines and even 
connecting with the territorial rail roads. Despite of this idea and by 
attention of employer the number of entrances decreased to two 
main entrances plus two emergency exits which come out to the 
ground surface in the middle of central axis of Chaharbagh and 
Kaveh Boulevard.
The two main entrances are located in the northeast and, at the 
opposite point, on the Southwest corners of the square, in a form of 
building and notable from each direction. On the northeast coner, 
the entrance of the station is located at the corner of intersection
Commercial complex of Parto, and the Norteast main entrance of the 
station
Historical Fadan water canal, at the meeting point with Forughi Street
Northeast entrance, Multi optional vertical accessibility.
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Underground central yard of the metro station at the center of Shoaha-
da Square.
To give a better look from the vertical connectivity of the platform 
with the upper levels and ground surface, there are two sections 
which is provided; 
The first section is going to show, how the two metro entrances 
are located at the opposite corners in front of the square, and how 
these entrances vertically connected to two corridors which are 
coming into the a circular open central yard at the center of Sho-
hada Square. It is also shown, how the ticket hall is connected to 
the platform by using of elevators and mechanical and fixed stairs.
The second section is a longitude section which is crossing on the 
axis of Chaharbagh-e-Paieen and Kave Streets and is trying to 
show the connectivity of the platform to the central axis of Chahar-
bagh through the emergency stairs on the two heads of platform. It 
is visible the location of power or electric room in the central part of 
the platform and mechanical rooms in behind of central yard in the 
North –South direction
The mechanical rooms are circulating the air of inner spaces 
through some ventilation ducts which come up not to the ground 
surface but such as vertical boxes in the facades and closer to the 
mechanical rooms. 
between Modares street with Kaveh Boulevard and façade of the 
square. the entrance has almost 300 m2 of area, which is belong 
to the public and to the city. 
At the opposite point there is another entrance which is located 
at the corner of intersection of Chaharbagh-e-Paieen Street with 
Johary alley as the Southern limit of the station. The station is 
attached to the old Garage, with its notable portal in the front of 
square.
There are different possibilities in case of vertical connectivity has 
been provided such as mechanical and fixed stairs and elevators, 
and also ventilation ducts in some cases. There are big opening 
frames in each entrances which make the entrances brighter and 
more open to the pedestrians.
At the first underground level, there are two corridors which are 
connecting the entrances to the underground and open central 
yard at the center of Shohada Square and at the ticket hall lev-
el, there are a numbers of commercial small units which are set 
around this circular central yard. There is an architectural arch 
form, which is covering the ticket hall, gates, and the accesses to
the elevators, stairs and also mechanical rooms in the north and 
South parts of the central yard. 
The elevators and stairs connects vertically ticket hall room to the 
platform in the middle of the two-way rail lines. There is the electri-
cal or power room existed in the center of platform, and the emer-
gency exits are also connected to the two heads of the platform. 
Southwest entrance is located at the corner of intersection of Chaharbagh-e-Paieen with Shohada Square. 
The horizontal corridors connect the entrances to the central yard.
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2.0. CONCULSION
Metro station as the most recent type of city crossings are superim-
posing on previous structures and systems of the city to get them 
more complex, complete and diversed. They can work as a kind of 
intermediated spaces which have possibility of putting some dif-
ferent elements and features in contact, and consequently make 
some new values, mutipilicity of options, and services for the city. 
Out of 41 satations which are located on the metro lines one and 
two There are three cases which were chosen to be studied that 
are placed in row and in the central part of metro line one, including 
“Emam Hossein Station”, “Takhti Station”, and “Shohada Station”.
It was interesting to see how there are different logics and opportu-
nities for each site with the new centrality of metro stations. 
- How our selected metro stations have merged different things, 
such as varied fluential modes, uses and activities to each other?
- How the metro stations can connect or interchange different flu-
ences of cars and pedestrians through having connectivity with 
important intersections, new streets, side walks and the pedestrian 
historical passages.
We saw how Emam Hossein station has connected to the new sys-
tem of streets and Chaharbagh Axis and also to the mounumental 
sites, royal palaces and gardens and also to some important facil-
ities as like as Jahan Nama commercial complex and the central 
building of Esfahan Municipality.
In the case of Takhti Station we saw how the entrance boxes of 
metro are linked with the Takhti Stadium and with the historical 
passages of Aghajan Beyk which is connecting the station and 
Chaharbagh Axis to the great bazaar and Atiq square, (enforcing 
the historical routes and passages). It is also shown the multiplicity 
of the roads and passages wich are connecting the metro station 
to the important destinations.
And finally, in the case of Shohada it was important to see, how the 
metro station has been located underneath the center of Shohada 
Square as the first intersection which connects the suburbs with 
the central historical parts of the city, to see the state of entrance 
boxes in refer to the other existing buildings, streets and pedestrian 
fluence on the sidewalks.
There are different situations, possibilities and opportunities for 
each of the metro station which are needed to be considered.
Considering to the several meetings and discusions about the 
presented work, which have been held between the author and 
some key organizations, such as Esfahan central municipality, Es-
fahan department of transportation and terrific, and politechnical 
university of Esfahan which has had a long history in reasearching 
and studying about Esfahan territorial and urban railway lines, at 
the moment, there are some good connections and possibilies for 
linking the named organizations with the “Universitat Politècnica 
de Catalunya” to make a real project about looking at the metro 
stations as opportunities for urban regeneration, in Esfahan City.
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